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CHAPTER I
A LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Bureau of Journalism Research
84 Exeter Street
Boston, Massachusetts
April 15, 1954
The Editor
American Newspaper
U.S.A.
Dear Sir:
Our newspapers are filled with tapeworm English--
words and sentences too long and too hard for easy, relaxed
reading. If you are skeptical, Mr. Editor, then fathom some
of these marks of supposed clean, clear style culled from
metropolitan newspapers and the wire services A
COPY DEFINITION PAPER
1. "Furry-tailed A beaver New York Herald
paddle mammal" Tribune
2. "Under-nose hair Mustache Denver Post
crop"
3. "Bovine milk Cow Lincoln Nebraska
factory" Sunday Journal
4. "Zipper skinned Tangerine Associated Press
fruit"
5. "Heavenly tapioca Skiers on snow Boston American
graced by beautiful
sliding staves"
How many times did you have to refer to the definitions?
Probably five out of five--unless you were able to read the
mind of the writer. The point of this little guessing game
1 "Elongated Fruit," Time
,
52:42, August 10, 1953.
c(
is a big one. If you yourself can't make sense from this
type of copy then your readers will be completely fog-bound
by it. What is more, these are far from isolated examples.
Every newspaper in this country carries daily stories requiring
a Ph.D. for easy reading. 2 Writing of this sort has loosened
journalism's grasp on the newspaper-reading public. Tired
of wading through sixty-word leads and fuzzy substitutions
of style for the right word, the reader finds the affairs
of L'il Abner more stimulating than important political issues
of the day.
Results of a survey conducted by the National Opinion
Research Center of Chicago University showed that over half
the people queried got "most of their news" from sources
other than the newspaper. ^ Readers will continue to turn to
competing media as long as reporters and deskmen throw reading
roadblocks into the news columns.
The five unintellegible phrases shed strong light on
another major problem. Newspaper writers smile inwardly when
they garble complex issues into unhappy talk they call style.
A dangerous kind of thinking is ^;oing on in the ranks of the
^ H. Phelps Gates, "Easy Reading: New Sales Tool for
Circulators," (unpublished speech addressed to the national
convention of the International Circulation Managers' Asso-
ciation, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, June 18, 1955).
3 Paul F. Lazarfeld and Patricia Kendall, Radio
Listening in America (New York, 1948), p. 34.

3working press today. It goes like this: today's problems
are so complex that the man on the street can't possibly
understand them. It's useless to try to make him understand.
Only a few top politicians are qualified to make decisions.
So let them do all the thinking for us.
Newspapers which follow that line of thinking are
failing in their most sacred duty to the people--to inform.
The press is, after all, the common meeting ground for
most of our daily information on the worlds beyond the reader's
local vision and earshot. It is the newspaper that the people
of this country depend on for information about what is going
on around the globe. These are the folks who go to the polls
and make decisions. However, when journalists confuse them
with ill-contrived printed speech, the electorate loses faith
in the newspaper, listening instead to the double or triple
talk of politicians.
Political writing is not the only offender to easy
reading. Many ideas in the fields of science, art, economics,
etc., never become a part of the ordinary person's understand-
ing when he reads a newspaper. Editors try to print stories
that will interest their readers, but how many of these same
editors ask whether their readers will understand them? May
I remind you that nearly ^.0 per cent of our adult population
has never gone beyond the sixth grade and that the average
person reads at or below the ninth grade level. Perhaps you
*I
too havs had the experience of a streetcar ride seated next
to a person stumbling through front page news with his lips
moving. Reading is actually hard work for this fellow. Soon
he'll turn to the funny pages for relief. Like so many of
his kin, this man will sink into the sea of unquestioning
Americans
.
4
Yet it seems to me that it is sound public service to
make news and editorials so sparkling that they will compete
seriously with entertainment features for the reader's
attention. People can read the most complex material if
forced to, but they prefer to read material that is simply
written.
Simplicity must remain a hallmark of good journalism.
But how can an editor know v/hether his paper's writing reaches
both the upper and lower limits of his readership's understand-
ing? During the past few decades a new approach has been
developed, dedicated in a large part toward helping the press
talk a better brand of English. It is called readability
testing.
Broadly defined, readability is a method of measuring
the reading ease of a piece of newspaper copy. Specifically
defined, readability studies: (l)the sort of words newspaper
readers are likely to understand; (2)what patterns and lengths
4 Rudolph P. Plesch, How to Test Readability
, (New
York: Earper and Er others, 1951), p. 44.
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of sentences people read without tiring, and (3)how to hold
reader interest.
Readability testing seeks to aid the newspaper man
write so that his reader will not only read but will also
reflect. There has been much controversy over research of
this nature. It is a hot issue. But whether you fall into
the believer category or have adopted a "so what" attitude,
this investigation into the tapeworm in your newspaper will
open new doors of readability information to you.
In gathering information for the intial stage of the
investigation I relied on a mail questionnaire poll of two
hundred editors and circulation managers of daily newspapers,
' drawn at random from the 1953 Editor and Publisher Year Book *
You may wonder why circulation managers were contacted.
As I will show later, the media which have most successfully
contested the newspaper for the reader's time and dollar are
also the easiest to read. Unreadable news is the tapeworm that
e&ts away subscribers. The effective content of the paper is
a major factor in promoting circulation growth. As every
circulation executive can appreciate, a dull, unreadable paper
is a guarantee of a fast trip to the ulcer clinic. Therefore,
readability finds its way into the economics of newspaper ing.
The second phase of the study is directed more spec-
ifically to the editor. It will show him by example precisely
what types of hard news are most difficult to grasp and,
a
therefore, where his particular paper may need dressing
up. To cover this material I tested the readability of 15
newspapers, including both small-city dailies and metropolitan
dailies. Papers were selected at random from various parts
of the country.
Since this thesis deals wholly with the subject of
readability, I believe that it would be a gross contradiction
of terms to write it on the usual academic level. For this
reason, the word "I" is used wherever possible. Other
principles of readability are also employed where the author
feels it helps promote better insight into the subject matter.
I should like to express my indebtedness to Mr. H.
Phelps Gates, Circulation Manager of the Christian Science
Monitor , for his help in initiating the work and to Dr. David
Manning White, Professor of Journalism Research at Boston
University, whose advice and guidance made it possible. A
very special kind of gratitude goes to a girl named Jane
Perry, my wife. Her statistical know-how and unfailing
inspiration were in a large part responsible for the completion
of this thesis.
Very truly yours,
Bernard L. Perry
10
CHAPTER II
READABILITY AND CIRCULATION
In answer to my questionnaire, Orien W. Fifer,
Managing Editor of the Arizona Republic, wrote this about
circulation building and readability: "In the last six months
our daily circulation has increased 15,000 to more than 80,000
and our Sunday paper from 18,000 to 118,000." To what does
Mr. Fifer attribute this phenomenal upsurge in subscribers?
He says: "A steady growth in Arizona population naturally has
contributed to this, but I also like to believe we are giving
the public a paper that is easy to read ..."
If Mr. Fifer is correct in his assertion, then here
is a tremendously new and effective sales tool for newspapers.
But what evidence is there to substantiate his claim that
easy reading boosts circulation?
In his address before the International Circulation
Managers' Association, given on June 18 of last year, Mr.
H. Phelps Gates, Circulation Manager of the Christian Science
Monitor , said in effect: plenty I 1
Specifically, he pointed to a common denominator of
all successful mass media competing for the subscriber's
1 H. Phelps Gates, "Easy Reading: New Sales Tool for
Circulators," (unpublished speech addressed to the national
convention of the International Circulation Managers ' Asso-
ciation, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, June 18, 1953).

8reading time: easy reading. He asked his audience, as I
have, to remember that the 1950 census showed the typical
newspaper reader in the United States has completed nine
years of schooling. Most people enjoy comfortable reading
at a level about one year below their years of schooling.
^
Keeping this in mind, he started at the bottom of
the scale of difficulty and worked up. C-ates told his
circulation manager listeners:
... Nobody can doubt that pictures are the lowest
in the reeding level scale. In fact they don't require
reading at all. You'll look at pictures when you're too
tired to read, too lazy to read, don't want to read, or
can't read. Mass circulation of the picture magazines are
all the proof you need of the power and appeal of pictures.
"The Continuing Study of Newspaper Reading" in nearly
every individual survey shows that both the newspaper
picture page and top news pictures outrank the highest
scoring news story with both men and women.
PICTURE MAGAZINES
1930 NONE
1940 4,870,425
1950 9,587,505
Now let's go one step higher. Let's go up to a
reading level that takes just a little more effort than
just looking at pictures --not much more. Let's see what
happened in the comic book field. In 1930 there were no
comic books as we now know them. In 1940 comic book
publishers sold less than 100 million copies. In 1951,
they sold approximately 800 million copies. This was
2 Rudolph F. Flesch, How to Test Readability
, (New York:
Harper and Brotherr, 1951) pp. 38-45. Education and readability
experts have graded many children's textbooks and have found
how many grades of schooling are needed for a person to under-
stand a particular volume. Prom these studies we can translate
the difficulty of a piece of newspaper copy into grade or
reading levels.
rr
an 800 percent circulation increase in one decade.
Tom Stephens of the Dell Publishing Company told me that
Dell comic sales jumped from 5 million a month in 1943
to nearly 28 million copies a month in 1952, a circulation
increase of more than 500 percent in less than 10 years*
"The Continuing Study of Newspaper Reading" by The
Advertising Research Foundation shows that comics,
panels and editorial cartoons give highest scoring news
and banner stories a close run for second place in reader
interest, after the pictures and picture pages,
COMICS
1930 NONE AS WE NOW KNOW THEM
1940 800,000 monthly
1950 11,500,000 monthly
Now let's take another step up in reading levels* We
come next to magazines of the True Story and True
Confessions type which are below the level of Everyman's
English. Mass circulations in this field are tremendous,
"True" the man's magazine with its abundance of pictures
and very simple writing - about 6th gradelevel - falls
in this class. True's circulation has increased 260^
in seven years to a present peak of 1,838,000,
Now let's examine the growth in circulation of the
women's magazines now published:
WOKEN' S MAGAZINES
1930 11,543,488
1940 18,111,502
1950 — 27,258,531
Again, let's see how "The Continuing Study" verifies
mass readership at this level. A study summary of 38
surveys shows that "Advice to the Lovelorn" tops all
other women's features for readership. The lovelorn
column is also the top woman's feature read by men . One
newspaper study showed that 64% of the men read the love-
lorn column, but this was exceptional.
Now let's step up into the Everyman's English level.
Experts estimate Reader's Digest and the other pocket-
size magazines at 8th grade level. Readability isn't
the only factor that has gone into the building of mass
circulations for convenient pocket-size magazines, but it
is certainly one of one of the most important factors.
f
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POCKET-SIZE MAGAZINES
(including Readers Digest)
1930 216,190
1940 4,000,000
1950 — 19,113,155
Reading level tests show the news magazines at 9th
and 10th grade reading level. Apply the test and you'll
find news magazine copy in easy shirtsleeves English:
NEWS MAGAZINES
1930 1,594,159
1940 2,555,256
1950 4,967,117
But what happens in the next step? Reading level
tests put Harper's at 11th grade, or high school junior
level, and Atlantic Monthly at 12th grade or high school
senior level. Let's look at their circulation trend:
CLASS MAGAZINES
1930 — 250,745
1940 - 213,107
1950 332,100
Apply generally accepted reading level tests to
newspaper copy. You will to your great surprise, find
much of it far more difficult reading than Harper's
and Atlantic Monthly. What does this do to your
subscriber who reeds with his lips? It forces him to
look at pictures and read comics, 3
Newspapers haven't fared much better than the class
magazines. Here are the figures:
NEWSPAPERS4
(combined circulation of all dailies in the United States)
1930 39,589,172
1940 41,131,611
1950 — 54,017,938
3 Gates, ojo. cit
. , pp. 3-5
r
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What H. Phelps Gates said about magazine competition
is equally true of books. We have only to look at the works
of great authors, both past and contemporary, to validate
his argument.
The Bible, our first news chronicle, is also our first
exponent of readability. A great truth for newspaper editors
can be found in the teachings of the Apostle Paul. In the
first book of Corinthians he says;
If the trumpet shall sound who shall prepare himself
to do battle? Do likewise ye, except that ye shall
utter by the tongue words easy to be understood, how
shall it be known what is spoken: for ye shall speak
into the air.
5
There you have it. A lesson in shirtsleeve English
spoken 2000 years ago. If we submit the rest of the Bible
to any popular readability test we find the entire text of
the Old and New Testaments, as well as Paul's words, as easy
to read as L'il Abnerl The learned scholars who prepared
the Authorized Version of the Bible put profound truths into
simple words all men could understand. More than 90 out of
every 100 words in the Bible are of Saxon origin. In the
entire Authorized Version there is a vocabulary of only 6000
words, a vocabulary equal to a 6th grader 1 s. What is more,
the average Bible word measures only a syllable and a half
long. 6 Compare this v/ith some of the tapeworms in your paper,
5 Corinthians 14:9
6 Special dispatch, The Christian Science Monitor
,
June 18, 1952, p. 5.
r
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"In 1951 more than eight million new Bibles went into circu-
lation in the United States. You can add these to the tens
of millions of Bibles already in circulation." 7
Other writers whose works outlived them give credence
to Paul's plea for words "easy to be understood." Bacon
wrote the modern short sentence more than 350 years ago.
The following passage averages but 20 words per sentence:
I cannot call riches better than the baggage of virtue. • •
For as the baggage is to the army so is riches to virtue.
It cannot be spared nor left behind, but it hindreth
the march; yea, and the care of it sometimes loseth or
disturbeth the victory. Of -great riches there is no real
use, except it be in the distribution; the rest is but
conceit ,°
Walter Stone, editor of the Scripps -Howard newspaper
chain has checked the readability of a great American patriot,
Tom Paine. He found that Paine' s strongest words, the words
for which we remember him most, are simple direct prose.
Consider this passage from the opening of The American
Crisis
:
These are the times that try men's souls: The summer
soldier and the sunshine patriot will in this crisis,
shrink from service of his country; but he that stands
it now, deserves the love and thanks of man and woman.
Tyranny, like hell, is not easily conquered; yet we
have this consolation with us, that the harder the conflict,
the more glorious the triumph,^
7 K. Phelps Gates, "Easy Reading: New Sales Tool for
Circulators," (unpublished speech addressed to the national
convention of the International Circulation Managers' Asso-
ciation, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, June 18, 1953), p. 1.
8 Robert Gunning, The Technique of Clear Writing
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1952), p. 46
9 Ibid
., p. 47
»(I
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These two examples are not isolated cases of easy
reading in great prose. Here are seven books that have found
the largest American audience. Each has sold considerably
more than 2f million copies in the United States: Shakespeare 1 s
Plays, I.jother Goose
,
Ivanhoe , Uncle Tom 1 s Cabin , Ben -Hur ,
C-one V/ith the Wind , and Kow to Win Friends and Influence
People d These books spread over two and a half centuries.
They are different in subject. Several are chiefly for
entertainment. One is aimed at the reform of slavery,
Another is purely a self-improvement book.
The authors are also varied. One was an actor, another
a nobleman, another a housewife, another a general, and still
another a teacher. And the styles of the books vary from
the greatest English poetry to the conversational anecdote
of Dale Carnegie.
But with all their differences these books have one
thing in common. Each is written in comparatively simple
language—language less complex than the front page of your
newspaper. The first two are poetry and do not lend them-
selves to readability testing. None of the others except
Ivanhoe requires more than an eight grade reading skill.
Ivanhoe tests tenth grade.
10 Robert Gunning, "For Easy Reading," Library Journal
77:475, March 15, 1952. *" '
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I won't try to convince you that Shakespeare's plays
are easy reading, but I will ask you to remember that they
were written 350 years ago and that many words have changed
their meanings. Also, recall that those who first enjoyed
the plays were the Elizabethan equivalent of our movie crowd.
However, it is a fact that the sentences are shorter- and
there are fewer long and abstract words in Shakespeare than
in the average newspaper I tested.
Somerset Haugham, John Steinbeck, Sinclair Lewis,
Ernest Hemingway, James Thurber, Thomas '.Volfe all score
eighth grade or less. Fiction is, of course, generally
easier to read than non-fiction. Still, best-selling,
non-fiction books are within the easy-reading range of high
school students. John Gunther's books, for example, test
tenth grade.
"
Evidently the best-circulated books and magazines
regard complex writing neither as a badge of wisdom nor
financially profitable.
You may say that all this is well and good for the
competitors whose product is created under totally different
circumstances with another aim. But what research is there
to prove that an easier-to-read newspaper intensifies its
readership?
II Ibid
., p. 476
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Bernard Feld, Manager of the Department of Research
for the Birmingham News (Alabama), made an empirical test
showing that clarity holds and adds readers. Says Feld:
It's like flies and honey; easy-to-read copy is the
honey. To satisfy our editors and writers that this is
true I took an issue of our paper and applied the Flesch
test to each of the 101 articles of news in the paper.
To omit the possibility of bias and make certain of the
statistical accuracy of the project, we hired an outside
research organization. The Research Interpretation
Council of Auburn, Alabama laid Flesch scores side by
side with readership scores. Those stories which our
subscribers consistently read most were also the easiest
to read, the Council found. To neutralize special
effects, copy carrying pictures and bold heads was
thrown out. The results were astounding. On wire storie
the shirtsleeve level group pulled 23 per cent more
readers; local easy-to-read copy with one column heads
showed a bonus of 75 per cent more readers than hard
reading stories of the same kind. In practice, this
would mean a paper of 150,000 would show a gain of
nine thousand subscribers.
Confronted with the evidence, the men on the paper
voted to try a readability program. After one year of
writing under Flesch principles, the staff was polled.
To a man, they voted that readability had improved their
work immeasurably . ^2
Split-run tests back up Mr. Feld, clinching his "flies
and honey" idea. The San Francisco Chronicle sampled 840
business and professional people, men and women who attained
a superior educational level. The paper questioned these
people on the original and rev/rite of an important story.
The rewrite was done with an eye toward readability. However
no mention of this was made during the interviews. Here are
12 Bernard Feld, "Empirical Test Proves Clarity Adds
Readers," Editor and Publisher
, 81:38, April 17, 1948.
rC
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the results in tabular form: 13
POPULATION
PERCENTAGE WHO
UNDERSTOOD THE
STORY FULLY
PERCENTAGE INCREASE
IN COMPREHENSION
FOR REWRITE
Story A Story B
Women
Men
21.7
29.4
44.9
57.5
107
28
The easy-to-read story showed an increase in
comprehension of 135 per cent'. Newspaper subscribers
favor comfortable reading. What is more, the writer of a
long article will win and hold more readers if his piece
is within their grasp.
edition of July 26, 1948, the paper polled its cash customers
to find out how good a job of political reporting it was
doing. Two groups of 125 college students in trailer camps
were quizzed on a split-run of an important story--the
qualifications of Dewey and Truman for the presidential
office. The difficult version of the piece carried ten
per cent more hard words and three times as many action-
deadening passive verbs as its running mate. Results
from this study of a 58 paragraph story: readers went twice
as far in the easy version; 80 per cent more people read
to the end of it. Even more indicative is the overall
picture. After the two groups read the single story, they
13 Phillip Griffin, "Readership Comprehension of News
Stories," Journalism Quarterly
, 26?496, December, 1951
In a controlled experiment, using the Iowa Quest
r
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were asked to go on and finish the paper according to their
normal reading habits. The readers who started with the
easier story went on to read almost 100 per cent more of the
total copy than the other 125 interviewees. Score: 2,301
paragraphs to 1,191. This indicates that once a reading
roadblock is thrown up in front of a page one story, the
reader is discouraged from the rest of the news copy, no
matter how vital the day's news may be to him. 14
Now that we have seen some evidence that a readability
program can ultimately justify its additional effort and
expense, let us next turn our attention to the opinions of
the gentlemen of the press on the subject.
Have many papers attempted a testing program? What
methods are currently in vogue? Do editors know the difficulty
of their news columns as well as their readers do? For
answers to these important questions I went straight to the
only man who could give me the information--the editor,
himself.
14 Charles E. Swanson, "Readability and Readership,
a Controlled Experiment," Journalism Quarterly, 26:539-343
1948 o
f I
(I
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CHAPTER III
FROM HOKUM TO HEALTHY COMMENT
In 1946, when Rudolf Flesch cam© out with a highly
readable little book called The Art of Plain Talk , the
newspaper man's private sanctuary was abruptly invaded.
For a century and a half reporters had written their
stories like inky explosions: "get everything into that lead,
they criedi Flosch dissented from the hide-bound tradition
of Five W and H newspaper writing. This frontal assault
on editorial methods touched off a war in which tv/o camps
soon developed. In an exciting shooting match Flesch
slowly gained converts, but the opposition was equally
vehement, shouting, "Slide Rule, Slide Rulel"-1-
After eight years, has the Flesch doctrine made a
real dent in American journalism? My mail questionnaire
sent the editors to the polls to give me their answers.
The response was more than gratifying. I received a total
of 78 replies by return mail; more than 5/4 of them within
ten days of my postmark. Newspaper editors held out some
very revealing material in their answers to the following
questions
:
1 Rudolf Flesch, The Art of Plain Talk
,
(New York:
Harper and Brothers, 194677 p. 149.
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1. Has your paper ever engaged in readability
test ing ?
Ever... Often Never
2. If you have tested your newspaper's copy for
readability, what method have you used?
Rudolf Fie s ch. . .Gunning. . .Your Own
3. If you used your own methods please describe
them briefly.
4. Eave you noticed any changes in reader acceptance
of your paper since the tests were made?
Some...A Great Deal... None
5. What do you believe the reading level of your
newspap er is?
7th. . .8th. . ,9th. . ,10th. . .or 12th grade ... College
level
6. In your opinion what kind of copy is most diffi-
cult for readers to completely understand?
War Stories .. .Economic New. ..Political News...
Scientific, Stories
7. Which of these is easiest to understand?
War Stories .. .Economic News .. .Political News...
Scientific Stories
8. Have your readers ever commented that your news
columns were:
Easy Reading.
. .Fairly Difficult .. .Hard. . .Too Hard
r*
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9. What is your opinion of readability testing?
(Please be frank)
To determine the status of readability information
and related data within the ranks of the newspapering pro-
fession, I shall first examine separately each set of
answers
.
The results of Question One gave insight into how
deeply the readability approach had penetrated numerically
into our daily pap ers. The tabulation looks like this:
Question: Has your paper ever engaged in readability
testing?
Answer: Never 46.2$ Often 21.5$
Ever 27.7$ No Answer 4.6$
Bearing these facts in mind it would appear that
more papers participating in the poll have engaged in test-
ing than have not given it a try. (See Figure I). The
word "readability" is, then, no longer a mystery to every
editor's eyes.
It is well for you to remember that I am making no
blanket statement on this account. First, because the sample
size is limited, and next because of a cardinal fact that
these figures brought to light. Some of the papers who
made a single check di d not go on to institute a continuous
program of readability testing. Reasoning here can take two
directions: (1) Reporters and editors did not feel that
rr

(\
improvement in writing by readability principles was
significant enough to justify further study, or (2) re-
cipients of the questionnaire misunderstood the meaning of
readability testing.
Seemingly, this was a case of lack of i nformati on.
Terms of the questionnaire were closely defined (at grammar
school reading level) and particular attention was paid
to elaborating on how I used, the word readability. Despite
this, over half the group who said they "Ever" tried test-
ing showed evidence of a completely different line of
thinking. They told me they had made readership surveys »
The two most widely used and accepted methods of
readability testing have come about through the work of
Dr. Flesch, already mentioned, and Robert Gunning. Their
work, and the research of other !:ien, both past and present,
will be evaluated in another chapter. For now, let us see
what means the papers involved in my poll used to attack
their own problems of readability. Question Two asKs:
If you have tested your paper's copy for readability,
what methods have you used?
Flesch 33.3;£ Gunning 33.3;£ Your Own 15.2$
Although Test Made, No Answer 3.0$
The statistics quoted above acknowledge no corner on
the readability market. On the other hand, remember that
Flesch is primarily a researcher and writer, and that Robert
*
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Gunning has made a business of readability testing. Yet,
at least within this poll, Flesch doctrine has maintained
its per paper rank, (See figure 2)
You will note that almost 1/7 of the responding
papers said they had employed their own methods to check
the reading level of news columns. Sharp understanding
of press thinking on readability is inherent in these
replies. Let us turn to these typical comments of dissenters
from the Flesch and Gunning methods.
From the Bridgeport Post :
Sorry, I fail to understand the nuances of readability.
Does this mean physical eyestrain? What we did was
merely ask people to mark stories and advertisements
read, check those items glanced at, then make compari-
sons by age, sex, districts, adults, juniors, as
necessary.
What the editor of the Post is saying is that he
conducted readership surveys of what his subscribers like
to read and not necessarily what they understood. There
cannot be much doubt that he has misinterpreted the target
of readability research.
Another old metropolitan daily, the
]
oston Globe
,
may have directed its thinking on readability along equally
old, sleepy lines. Says the managing editor of the Globe ;
"We have conducted many readership surveys and in each case
specific subjects were studied. I hope the enclosed
findings will aid your readership work."
Ct
loo
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There are more such instances. Suffice it to say-
that some papers who searched the habits of their readers
answering "Ever" to Question 2 and indicated their own
methods in Question 3, have not grasped the principles
readability lays down. In addition, there is confusion of
terms in practice.
A crucial point was laid bare in the statistics of
the next question. You will remember that I asked:
Question: Has there been any changes in reader accept-
ance of your paper since readability tests
were made? (See Figure 3)
Answer: Some 39.4$ A Great Deal 15.1$
None 27.3$ No Answer 18.2$
On the basis of these figures, the contentions of
readability investigators Pifer, Peld, and Gates and the
split-run tests I have spoken of all seem to have meat.
Implicit in this question is a two-pronged matter. I
wanted to get at whether a circulation change had been
noticed after testing and also if the reader had called the
change in writing style to the attention of the paper's
front office. If, after a readability program has been
instituted, Sadie Doaks phones the Pocatel Express and tells
them that now she understands why the price of butter has
gone up 13 certs at the A&P, then you can say that there is
(I
4
Some a Great deal Nome althog-h Tests
FIGURE 3 Made, No Answer
cc
c
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correlation between reader acceptance and readability.
The above facts tell that Sadie isn't just talking through
her gossip horn.
What is important to recognize here is that fully
twice as many papers noticed a change in reader acceptance
after testing as did not see such a change. Prom a
circulation point of view, the value of readability work is
best expressed by MP. Donald Cameron of the Knoxville,
Tennessee News -Sentinel . The Circulation Manager of this
daily says:
Readability is the all important thing to watch. Your
subscribers won't be with you very long unless they enjoy
reading your paper. If you've got a readable product,
your subscribers will stick. If not, you can persuade
your carrier-salesmen to see 'em, tell 'em, sell 'em,
and still have trouble increasing your circulation.
Watching your paper for readability suitable for your
territory cannot be over-emphasized.
This clean opinion shows a school of thought
suggesting that while testing may implement sales, it is
important for maintaining them.
Hop-scotching through the questionnaire, we land on
the matter of reading levels. (See Figure 4). The ability
to see ourselves as others do is the particular concern
of every newspaper. : :o matter how good your physical make-
up may be, no matter how hard your promotion staff may work,
copy that talks beyond the reader's grasp will leave a mossy
tast&in his mouth. The focal point of any readability
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investigation is the determination of the level of reading
difficulty. Once an editor has knowledge of his paper's
reading level and a feeling for his local education level,
he can put a piece of copy in front of this mirror and say,
"Nope, they won't get this."
The question is how many newspaper men have an accurate
understanding of the amount of their readership they are
reaching at a given level of writing difficulty? Do they
feel that the bulk of their writing is pointed to the
education of the mass of their readers? Here's what the
figures tell us about the men in my poll:
Question: What do you believe the reading level of
your paper is?
Answer: 7th grade 9.2$ 8th grade 29.2$
10th grade 21.6$ 12th grade 7.7$
College level 4.7$
According to this data, most of the editors answering
feel that their papers fall into the range of grammar school
to first year high school reading—easy reading. Only a
few brave souls ventured to indicate that their copy was
just plain hard.
Two lines of thought appear. In the first instance
it might be that the answerees are correct, most of their
journalism is geared to easy reading for easy reflection.
Or perhaps the gentlemen of the press are shy, shy to admit
ct
r
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there is room for readability discussion of their product,
I will reserve comment until the actual investigation of my
15 sample papers.
The questions dealt with so far are a warm-up. The
real heart of the questionnaire and much of the information
it yielded is in the final set of replies. The men polled
were asked their candid opinions of readability testing.
Seventy per cent of all responses showed they favored it.
(See Figure 5). The difference of opinion is a matter of
degree. Mr. Walter Leckrone, Editor of the Indiannapolis
Times, wrote:
,Ve were the second newspaper in the United States to
use the Gunning service. He made a three-day survey on
the spot, held conferences with writers, explained his
yardstick method. Writing and readability improved
immediately to a marked degree. The method now in use
is slower, probably more lasting. In my opinion,
readability testing has a great deal of value if done
by the staff itself and continued. Merit of the
original Gunning system was that it made no pretense
of teaching anybody to write, but merely provided a
yardstick by which a writer could test his own product.
The testing resulted immediately in clearer, more concise
more readable copy. But it is easier to write in foggy
abstractions since this is one way of concealing lack
of information. So unless testing is followed by
constant pressure and encouragement right on the primary
desks where newspaper copy is handled, effects of any
such program are quickly dissipated.
The work of Gordon M. Connelly, Director of Research
for the Denver Post , follows along with Mr. Leckrone' s to
a large extent. His success was less pointed, however, and
his opinions of testing show a different sort of appreciation
(( I
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He writes
:
I wish to outline briefly what we have done about
readability here at the Denver Post . As Research
Director I initiated regular checks by the Flesch
reading ease method in the fall of 1950. Various
tests and comparisons with the competing Rocky fount -
ain News have been submitted to the publisher, managing
"editor, editor of the editorial page, and editor of the
Sunday rotogravure magazine.
Improvements have been found at various times in
the readability of the magazine and editorial page.
On the straight news side reporters were sometimes
critical of the tests and generally little effort has
been detected at improving readability scores. The
publisher, however, has indicated an interest in the
tests and asked that they be continued.
In my opinion, reading ease tests have a definite
value, especially when employed for comparisons, trends,
etc. Even if absolute value seems to be lacking,
relative value is available. They constitute only one
measure of good or effective writing. We believe
there is considerable value to individual writers when
they realize their writing is subjected to testing,
Most criticism of readability tests seems based on
ignorance of their purpose
.
Other analysis pointed up some of the shortcomings
of readability methods, as well as showing its benefits.
Harry J. Kroeger, Director of Research for the Pes Moines
Register gives this objective view of testing:
Readability testing is a useful device. It gives
writers a yardstick by which their style can be
measured. The trouble in readability testing is that
there is no provision made for the vocabulary of
special groups. For example, a news item or service
article for farmers might not do too well under the
Flesch method. However, its actual readership and impact
would be high. This could be because many terms used
would be a farmer's business language. Also, it would
have a high likelihood of relating to a pressing farm
problem.
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The foregoing comments should not be construed as
any aversion to testing. The editors of the Pes Moines
Register, of which I am the Director of Research, feel
that this type of analysis is helpful in more ways than
one. It is the opinion of this writer that we must go
beyond the usual readership survey. For the moment, at
least, readability gives us the best scientific approach
to ironing out the wrinkles in newspaper writing.
A word about readability and circulation--s till
another slant from the chorus of pro responses--comes
from Mr. Benjamin L. Moltman, Circulation Manager of The
Boston Herald ;
Readability is not a new term to us. We have been
very much aware of its value in this period of more
difficult point of sale purchase of newspapers in
highly competitive areas. We are aware of it in a
period where television demands easy reading--a period
where the public's time devoted to television makes
it imperative that a newspaper ,be easy to read.
How for a moment, let's cross the street of opinion.
Perhaps the most vehement and intelligent attack on reada-
bility testing came from Donald Coleman, Vice-President and
Circulation Director of The Times -Picayune Publishing
Company of New Orleans. Mr. Coleman begins:
I have a feeling in answering the questionnaire that I
would be answering the question "When did you stop
beating your wife?"
I believe there is a constant study by our Editors
regarding readability of news articles and feature,
and I also believe that these men have ability and
judgement in these matters. Our editors, reporters
and copy men have experience in newspaper work extending
over a period of years that have, in my opinion, taught
them how to keep a news story on the level of a 7th
grade reader if this is desired, or a college graduate
if this is desired. If the copy is to appeal to the
average reader of the newspaper, and it is assumed that
c
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the average reader is a 7th or 8th grade reader; or to
a majority of people who have not completed a high
school education then these men have the AP Writing
Handbook and other such books to guide them.
I am a little bit suspicious of readability surveys, and
those prompting them are trying to encourage newspapers
to print their paper in such a way to appeal eventually
to the simple minded (remember you asked me to be frank).
In other words, I believe that a readability study
showing readership of 7th grade subscribers would
encourage them to go after 6th grade readers, then the
5th and so on.
I believe that newspapers should up to a point try
to raise the readability of its subscribers, and; in
concluding, I believe that if newspapers should encourage
a reader survey they should do so with their own man
power and with their own methods without any positive
purpose at the outset of the survey. Further, may I
say that, if a group of news editors putting out a
paper are unable to sense the readability of the popu-
lation, the result of a readership survey cannot help
them for the reason that they lack at the very start what
an editor should have, the inherent ability to sense
what kind of news will sell, and what reading level
it should reach. I feel that the editors of our two
papers have that inherent quality and ability, and they
do not need our competition or a readability survey
to teach them that which they already imow.
The diversified opinions so far presented give an
approximate representation of all thoughtful answers about
readability testing. They show no absolute agreement of
how readability surveys should be practically applied.
There seems to be, at least on the basis of this poll, some
unity among newspaper men on the theories readability sets
forth. However, when it comes to really sitting down to a
play-by-play enforcement many newspaper men throw up their
arms and walk off the field
»
(c
Since there does seem to be so much spread of
opinion, I think it would be well to background ourselves
with the nature of readability v/ork to date, and thereby
gain insight into its basic weaknesses and strengths.
rr
CHAPTER IV
TEST PATTERNS
Our sketch of readability testing really begins in
1935 when two scholars working at Chicago University wrote
a book entitled, What Makes a Book Readable . Bernice Leary
and William S. Gray shuffled and poked into all readability
work that had been previously undertaken, announcing 64
factors that related to the difficulty of a piece of writing.
Then, testing a group of adults, they found they could isolate
and measure 20 of these factors. Desiring to inject real
science into their work, the two authors investigated a
mountain of writing and found that the more v/ords beginning
with "i" the piece contained, the more difficult it would
be to rcad.l
Despite attempts to do something classic, Gray and
Leary 1 s work failed notably in several respects. What Makes
a Book Readable ignores the impact of verbs in making a book
readable. Moreover, the authors had no amount of success
uncovering a measurement for abstraction. The book is not
without merit. If you plough through the mucky scientific
data, an important generalization becomes apparent. All
factors isolated break into two important classes: sentence
1 Robert Gunning, The Technique of Clear Writing
(New York: McGraw-Hill 3ooF"Company,' 1952"), pp. 31-35.
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length and those that deal with the amount of word diffi-
culty. 2
Future researchers found these two categories an
important basis for work. However, because What Makes a
Book Readable is such a tome of unreadable writing, they
were not quick to discover them.
Two other testing methods, both somewhat less
cumbersome, were developed in the thirties. These are the
Lorge Formula and the Winnetka Formula. While they do limit
counting to from three to five factors, the charts and long
equation used for scoring quite offset this benefit.
3
Two yardsticks, new to the next decade, have remained
with us and have been successfully applied in practice. The
Dale-Chall Method is based on a word list. Dr. Edgar Dale
of Ohio State University prepared a list whose words are
known to 80 per cent of the children in fourth grade. Dr.
Dale makes no pretense of saying that writers should limit
themselves to this list. However, the very nature of a
word list slows application. 4 j can hardly picture a writer,
especially a newspaper man scurrying to a word list after
each sentence comes off the typewriter.
2 Gunning, loc . cit .
3 Ibid
. , p. 33
4 Loc. cit.
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The first real advance in readability work for news-
papers came in 1945. It v/as authored by Rudolf Flesch, who
tested more than 100 United Press stories for readability.
He alarmed newsmen with the startling conclusion that more
than half the stories were the highest reading grade, at or
above college graduate reading. Here's what the 1945 tests
of UP copy showed: five stories, 7th grade; two stories, 9th
grade; eight stories, 10th grade; six stories, 12th grade
(high school senior); 53 stories, 17th grade or higher
(college graduate). 5
How did Flesch come up with these results? Let's
hear the answer in the words of one of the fathers of
readability testing, Rudolf Flesch himself. He writes in
How to Test Readability :
READABLE, according to most dictionaries, means "easy
or interesting to read." So the readability test in this
book has two parts. One part gives you a score of
"reading ease"--an estimate of the ease with which a
reader is going to read and understand what you have
written. The other part of the test gives you a score
of "human interest"—an estimate of the human interest
that your presentation (rather than your subject) will
have for the reader. Together, the two scores give you
an estimate of both aspects of readability .6
5 W. Phelps Gates, "Easy Reading: New Sales Tool for
Circulators," (unpublished speech addressed to the national
convention of the International Circulation Managers' Asso-
ciation, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, June 18, 1953).
6 Rudolf P. Flesch, How to Test Readability
,
(New
York: Harper and Brothers, 195177 P. !•
(c
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The specifications of the Flesch formula as it stands
today are: test for reading ease by taking 100 word samples
from a given piece of copy and (1) figure the average
number of words per sentence, (2) then determine the average
word length by counting syllables. Next we have some
arithmetic
:
Multiply the average sentence length by 1.015 ....
Multiply the number of syllables per 100 words
by .846 ....
Add
Subtract this sum from 206 .855~
Your Reading Ease Score is ... .
The Reading Ease Score will put your piece of writing
on a scale between (practically unreadable) and 100
(easy for any literate person).?
The other factor that Dr. Flesch used in subsequent
newspaper analysis was measurement of Human Interest. This
is the yardstick which asks "How Interesting?" There are
two steps to finding the Flesch Human Interest Score. First,
count the number of personal words. He classifies as personal
such parts of speech as pronouns, words denoting natural
masculine or feminine gender, (Mary, father, iceman) and the
group words, people and folks . Secondly, you count the
number of personal sentences per 100 words. This type of
sentence includes quotations, exclamations, sentence
fragments, and other sentences directly addressed to the reader.
8
7 Ibid
., pp. 5-6.
8 Ibid
., pp. 6-7.
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Now, to give a numerical value to the amount of
Human Interest in your piece of copy, apply this formula:
Multiply the number of "personal words per 1U0
words by 3.635 • . . •
Multiply the number of "personal sentences" per
100 sentences by .314 . . . .
The total is your Euman Interest Score^ ....
If you want to translate a given Human Interest Score
into terms of comparison, then you may use this chart:
Percent
"Personal Description Typical
,/ords" of Style Magazine
17 Dramatic Fiction
10 Highly Interesting New Yorker
7 Interesting Digests, Time
4 Mildly Interesting Trade
2 Dull ' Scientific, Professional!
The two-tailed yardstick I have outlined held sway
over most readability testing for newspapers until comparatively
recent years. Then, in 1952, Robert Gunning published The
Technique of Clear Writing . The book marked more than a
sequel to Flesch's work. You see, since 1944 Robert Gunning
Associates has been the only readability counseling agency
in the nation. 1! The popularity of this book has helped the
Gunning Method make a real inroad into readability thinking.
9 Ibid
., p. 8.
10 Ibid
. ,
p. 10.
11 Robert Gunning, The Technique of Clear Writing
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 19527, p. viH
c<-
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Basing his ideas on Flesch's work with sentence length and
syllable count, Robert Gunning decided that these two factors
were enough to accurately determine a measurement of any
piece of writing. He criticised the Flesch formula, saying
that it made readability checks tedious. 12 With this in mind
he formulated his Fog Index. It goes like this:
FOG READING LEVEL
BY MAGAZINE13INDEX BY GRADE
17 College graduate
16 " senior (No popular
15 " junior magazine
14 sophomore this difficult.)
Danger Line 13 " freshman
12 High-school senior Atlantic Monthly
11 " junior Harper '
s
10 " sophomore Time
Easy- 9 " freshman Reader's Digest
reading 8 Eighth grade Ladies* Home Journal
Range 7 Seventh " True Confessions
6 Sixth " Comics
One ; .... Divide the total number of words in the
passage by the number of sentences. This gives the
average sentence length of the passage.
Two : Count the number of words of three syllables or
more per 100 words. Don't count the words (1) that are
capitalized, (2) that are combinations of short easy
words (like "bookkeeper" and "butterfly"), (3) that are
verb forms made three syllables by adding -ed or -es
(like "created" or "trespasses"). This gives you the
percentage of hard words in the passage.
Three : To get the Fog Index, total the two factors just
counted and multiply by »4»
12 Ibid
., p. 33.
13 Ibid
. , pp. 36-39.
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Perhaps the greatest value of this yardstick is the
fact that it is designed for use as a guide after you have
written, rather than a pattern before you write. Gunning
teaches that "Good writing must be alive; don't kill it
with a system. "^
These words tie in naturally with 1,'r. Leckrone's
comments on Gunning, mentioned in the last chapter. Gunning
teaches rather than preaches. He hss made friends and money.
As my research goes to press, a gentleman named Wilson
Taylor, of Illinois University, has ignited a new fire under
readability work. This new idea is titled the "Cloze
Procedure." It is based on psychological completion tests.
For example, "chicken lays ." The answer is, of course,
"egg." If the reader can digest quickly the ideas in a
piece of writing, putting them in immediate and logical
order, and do it without effort, then he is forming easy
"Clozes." The more difficult a passage is to read, the more
obscure the presentation of the idea, the harder it is for
the reader to gain complete thinking on it. In order to
test how many "Clozes" the reader grasps from your writing,
you must put it into the hands of a sample of readers and
quiz them on it, 15
14 Ibid
., p. 38.
15 Wilson Taylor, "The Cloze Procedure," Journalism
Quarterly
, 31:144, Winter, 1954.
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Mr. Taylor is quick to admit that his work with the
Procedure is only experimental, and there is no large body
of proof that it can be easily applied to newspapers.
All the yardsticks and methods of readability have
merit. Yet, they all have significant faults. I think
you will see why when you look at the approach used in this
work. You will recall that I have referred to H. Phelps
Gates, Circulation Manager of The Christian Science onitor .
Mr. Gates is a long-term newspaper man of standing and has
devoted intense study to readability work. He has devised a
method of investigating newspaper readability that is pointedly
of, for, and by the press. At the ICMA Convention of June 18,
1953 Gates passed out a single sheet of paper, two reading
minutes long. It carried the essence of all readability work
significant for newspapers, revealing at a glance a quick,
sure way of testing.
The larger part of this piece of paper, titled,
5_ V/ays to Test Newspaper Copy for Easy Reading , tells us
:
A good newspaper serves everybody in the community
. It
brings a great mass of daily reading to almost the entire
population.
If a newspaper's purpose is to serve and benefit
everybody, shouldn't it be as easy to read as Woman's
Home Companion?" For quick, daily reading, shouldn't
a newspaper be easier to read than Time or Saturday
Evening Post? Is your newspaper that easy to read ?
Probably not. Apply this simple test and find out.
Test No. 1 Take 100-word samples. Count the syllables
in each 100 words you test. For very easy shirtsleeves
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newspaper English, samples should average 135 to 145
syllables per 100 words. If samples run as high as
165 syllables per 100 words, you are writing for the
college-educated reader. If still higher, your copy
becomes very difficult. You're driving your readers
away
.
Test No. 2 Count the words per sentence of the entire
story of the feature you wish to test. For very easy
reading, average sentence length should be 14 to 16
words. This is about the length of Woman's Home Companion
and New Yorker magazine copy. If average sentence length
runs over 25 words, you're at college graduate level.
Your 're driving your readers away.
Test No. 3 Take 100-word samples. Count the personal
words (personal pronouns, names, specific personal words
like "girl," "boy," "policeman," "waitress," etc.) If
the personal word count is 10 or more per 100, the copy
is easy, interesting reading on this test. As your
personal word score drops, your reader interest sags. You
are driving your reader away.
Test No. 4 Count the passive verbs in the entire
story or feature. Overuse of passives makes copy dull,
lifeless, confused, hard to read. A careful writer can
avoid passives. He rarely needs them. Copy with no
passives is best. If you find more than two or three
passives in a whole feature, look out. You're driving
your readers away.
A deskman would call Gate's method a slash. It
eliminates higher and lower math; kills scientific doubletalk;
puts a workable test in ready-to-use form on every editor's
desk. Yet, it is complete in itself. Of course, there are
other factors to testing, but these are the major roadblocks
in the path of easy reading. They embody the simplicity of
Gunning and the thoroughness of Plesch.
You will recognize elements of both men's work in my
method of testing. My research used the four Gates checks
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with this exception: the Flesch personal word count was used
as criterion.
Before the tests were applied, I chose 15 daily
American newspapers at random as my sample. They are:
The Arizona Republic Phoenix, Arizona
The Bridgeport Post — Bridgeport, Connecticut
The Burlington Free Press — Burlington, Vermont
The Chicago Daily News — Chicago, Illinois
The Christian Science Monitor Boston, Massachusetts
The Louisville Courier -Journal — Louisville, Kentucky
The Pes - "pines Hegist er -- Des Moines, Iowa
The Hartford Courant Hartford, Connecticut
The Houston Post Houston, Texas
The Miami Herald — Miami, Florida
The Milwaukee Journal — Milwaukee, Wisconsin
The New Mexican — Sante Fe, New Mexico
The Quincy Patriot -Ledger — Quincy, Massachusetts
The San Francisco Chronicle -- San Francisco, California
The Wall Street Journal — New York, New York
The stories put to test were drawn from the March 22,
25 and 27 issues of each of these papers. I chose the week
of March 22, 1953 because it was a comparatively quiet week
in the news. I was particularly interested to find out how
the sample papers treated normal, everyday events. A grand
total of 2,385 separate pieces of copy received analysis.
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The breakdown on this amount was: 159 stories from each
three-paper group of a single newspaper, divided into 55
stories per paper. These stories were then divided into
six categories. On every edition of every daily 10 War,
10 Economic, 10 Unites States Political, 10 Scientific,
10 Educational (including the fields of art, literature,
music, drama, etc.) and three Editorial items were tested
on the four counts Gates outlined. These news classifica-
tions arose out of the work of Dr. David Manning White,
Professor of Journalism Research, Boston University, who
developed them in conjunction with the International Press
Institute's 1955 Flow of News Project. 16 Stories were
classified according to Dr. White's method for more reason
than to give me a handy grouping of data.
As I mentioned in my first chapter, the sacred duty
of the newspaper is to inform and educate its readers. The
great body of news carrying an information value to readers
falls within these six classifications. In an age of new
trends in education and culture; in an age of the might atom
in an age of economic cyclical change; in the dawn of new
political thinking in the White House; the newspaper has a
weighty burden strapped to its back. News of all these
natures must be brought to the masses in a form they can
16 David Manning White, "Lectures in News Analysis,"
(unpublished lectures delivered at Boston University, BostonMassachusetts, February to June, 1955).
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grasp. Hence, the need for good readability in the classes
of news mentioned. It is the duty of every editor to know
precisely whether the writing of them is within the limits
of all his readers* comprehension. My hope is this pilot
study will help him make an intelligent decision.
A number of editors answering my questionnaire cried
hard about the heavy-handedness of wire services in writing
their stories. Sample: Mr. Charles Staab, of the Cincinnati
Enquirer says, "Our biggest trouble is with wire leads. They
run excessively long. We frequently have to chop their first
sentence into two or three sentences." Because of these
indications that there was fault with the wire services,
the total of stories was further broken down into wire
and local or staff written work. It is well for you to
remember that while a mayor 1 s decision to investigate the
city parking problem may not be as earth-shaking as Ike's
decree to investigate the McCarthy Committee, such a decision
intimately effects the lives of a body of citizens. They
should understand why they are footing the bill. Successful,
easy reading reporting of the story is the short cut to such
an understanding.

CHAPTER V
IS THAT MY PAPER?
The pair of bar graphs (Figures 6 and 7) on the
following pages are the tabulated answers of all the editors
participating in my poll. They represent a value judgement
on the vital matter of news difficulty of four separate
kinds of writing: War, Economic, Political, and Scientific
stories. Interpreting the data, I found that economic news,
in the editor's opinion, was most difficult for readers to
understand. In fact, respondents felt it most difficult in
the ratio of five to one. The nearest competitor was
scientific news, rated by 12.3 per cent of editors as most
difficult reading. Here is an interesting comment on the
first of these news types, economic stories, from a man
whose paper has worked hard on economic news reporting. Mr.
Walter Leckrone, Editor of the Indiannapolis Times says:
You will observe that I have checked Economic news as
most difficult for readers. That is because practitioners
of the pseudo-science generally fog it up themselves and
make a mystery out of something that is essentially
simple. Also, it deals mostly in abstractions
—
although I am proud to have associated with me here a
writer who daily makes it concrete and simple.
The importance of good science news reporting in a
time of discovery cannot be over-emphasized. Do Americans
get it? Arthur J. Snider of the Chicago Daily News, and
newly elected president of the American Association of
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Science News Writers, tells us that scientists distrust the
press. His association, after close study, decided that press
coverage and writing of scientific news is not in keeping
with the growth of science itself. Three major recommenda-
tions made to editors were: (1) encourage interesting
reporting, (2) point out that scientific news already has a
high readership but continued interest in the subject
depends on the way the news is written, and (3) conduct
an up-to-date survey to measure newspaper science news
readership.
1
Kr. Snider shows an amount of responsibility. Is
it carried out in practice? My tests will give you a clue.
But for now let us continue our junket through the remaining
phases of the editors' thinking on types of news. The
response to question six relates another highly interesting
factor. War news and political news have identical ranks--
in both cases 3,1 per cent of the editors said their readers
would class these news categories most difficult. Very
remarkable'. As a group, these men evidently believed first,
that war news is no harder to read than political news, and
secondly, that the involved movements of local and national
political machinery are no more difficult to grasp than the
cold facts of war.
It is also significant to note that in answering
1 Arthur J. Snider, Nieman Reports
, 28:27, January, 1954,
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question six, 12.3 per cent ranked scientific news most
difficult and a close percentage, 10.8, ranked it easiest.
(See Figure 7.) On this basis only 1/5 more editors said
science is most difficult to read rather than easiest to
read.
Now to tally these general findings against the
testing of the sample.
Taking the members of the sample in the order tested,
my first consideration was the Arizona Republic ; Orien W.
Pifer reported. As you know, Mr. Fifer puts great stock in
readability testing. He admitted that what he has learned
about readability has benefited his paper immeasur eably
,
both circulat ion-v/ise and writing-wise. Yet, the profile of
the Republic '
s
score shows that writing in sample stories is
for the most part directed toward the college-educated
reader. Here are the paper's averages on the four tests:
Test No. 1 Syllable Count--161.0 per 100 words
Test No. 2 Words per Sentence—23.8
Test No. 3 Personal Word Score--5.1 per 100 words
Test No. 4 Passive Verbs—0.2 per story
Figure 8 reveals that this paper's Reading Ease is
46, almost midway between difficult and fairly difficult.
Translated into grade levels, this means that in a community
of typically educated American people the paper is talking
4.
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to only 33 per cent of the adult population, 2
However, there may have been several compensating
factors in the sample. The first one was good personal
word count. A score of 5.1 indicated copy that approached
an interesting mark in Human Interest. This would reach
toward the interest level of Reader ' s Digest writing.
Number two, the average number of passive verbs per
story was only 0.2, or well below the danger line of three
per story Gates set up. On the basis of this pilot work
with the Arizona Republic
,
Mr, Pifer has had his staff work
on personal word and passive verb readability checks
within the sample at the expense of Reading Ease work. There
is a valuable lesson for newspaper men in the experience of
the Arizona Republic with readability tests. Managing
Editor Fifer has suggested strongly that employing the
readability principle has given his paper a circulation
boost. If this can in any way be attributed to personal
word and passive verb betterment, then I wonder what would
happen to the paper's circulation if the Reading Ease Score
equalled the level of these two tests.
Now let's return to Figure 8, representing the
Republic '
s
Reading Ease (a composite of Gates' Tests 1 and 2)
to see how well this editor knew his readers and his paper's
writing as well.
2 Rudolf F. Flesch, How to Test Readability
, (New
York: Harper and Brothers, T3B"lT7 p. 10.
.q TT-
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In the questionnaire he answered that he felt the kind
of copy most difficult for his readers was economic news.
If you will look at Figure 8 again you will see that the
sample of economic stories, while not up to Standard, did
remain the second easiest kind of reporting among the news
classes studied. There was only a one-point difference
from war news, the best writing the sample showed. So it
would seem, on the basis of the information at my disposal,
that the Arizona Republic made an amount of effort to convert
what it thought was normally difficult subject matter into
easier reading. I must, of course, limit this conclusion
to the stories tested. What is more, I am sure that you
will be quick to notice that there is a wide gap in score
between economic and political and between economic and
scientific.
We will leave the Arizona Republic for the moment and
journey across the continent to visit Bridgeport, Connecticut
and The Bridgeport Post
.
You will recall that the respondent from The Post
asked in his questionnaire reply, "Does this (readability)
mean physical eyestrain?" I think it is safe to say that
he needs more information on readability testing. Let us
look at The Post '
s
box score to see if this thinking was
in any way reflected in the sample of news types.
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First, the overall average* The Bridgeport Post got
a rank of 47 for Heading Ease, a rank that puts it only one
point higher than the Arizona Republic , and a rank that shows
the sample stories are hard reading. Did the tests show there
was anything to make up for this? The answer is an unqualified
"NOi" The Post sampling lacked a human interest approach
to news. It put only 2*1 per cent personal words in every
100 words. Nor is it economical with passive verbs—almost
four per story.
In answering the questions about news categories, the
respondent from the paper says, "Readers prefer war stories,,
ignore economic news."
When The Post went to write the news I sampled, what
did it do but make war the easiest to read and economic
very difficult for readers. (See Figure 9.) It seems to me
that here is at least one good reason why Post readers
might ignore the articles on economic subjects that I
tested. They simply could not find them easy reading. In
a factory town such as Bridgeport, this is tragic.
A small city daily in upper New England was next
on the list. P. J. Kennick reported for the Burlington
Free Press
,
Burlington, Vermont* He told me that scientific
news is "pretty tough sledding for most of my readers," and
"much harder than any other kind of news to understand*"
V/ell, the Free Press did a good job in the sample of science
r(
c |
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news stories. (See Figure 10.) However, Mr. Hennick also
said that political writing in his paper was the easiest
to read. Another glance at Figure 10 will give you some
idea whether he has assumed correctly with reference to
political samples.
The Reading Ease of The Free Press articles I analyzed
was somewhat better than that of the previous two papers.
Nothing to stop the presses for, you understand; still, an
improvement. It pegged writing at a reading level corres-
ponding to the early years in high school. This was a
fairly good level. However, Human Interest techniques
were injected In a spotty way into the sample. The personal
word score was 3.7--mildly interesting. It may be possible
that this was partially offset by infrequent use of passives.
The paper used only slightly over one passive per story in
the articles tested.
Spanning half the country we move into the "Windy" City
for a meeting with Colonel McCormick's Chicago Tribune
.
While I wasn't fortunate enough to have received a communique
from the Colonel himself, one of his major employees, Mr.
V/. J. Byrnes, did answer my questionnaire. The outstanding
fact that I gathered from his words on readability was that
a newspaper may be "likened to a department store. It
carries a wide variety of merchandise appealing to all
cc
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segments of the population, and should make no attempt to
sell each article to every subscriber. Therefore, the
Tribune never tries to reduce its reporting to a common
level, and will never employ an outside agency to help it
do so."
I am inclined to agree with Mr. Byrnes that the Trib
does not have a common level for its writing. Figure 11
gave an indication why. The paper scored very high in one
field, educational news, but you could hardly say it scored
consistently high in all fields. In fact, the Reading Ease
graph shows a wider spread between ranks than for any other
paper studied. While it is certainly fine to see a newspaper
design often drab educational news in a manner comfortable
for easy reading, I cannot also say that it is fine to see
the same paper make drudgery out of the political and editor-
ial matter I tested. Tribune circulation has dropped 17.6
per cent since 1946. 3 I will not venture a guess whether this
curiously uneven writing which it brought to readers of the
stories examined has anything to do with the drop.
MP. Byrnes also indicated that political writing was
"probably the most difficult for readers to grasp and,
therefore, should be written as easy as is feasable."
Again look at the graph to see whether the Tr ib carried
this out in practice in the stories tested.
~3
"Sales of the Times-Herald," Time Magazine
,
53:44, March 29, 1954.
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I hope the reader will not in any way construe my
remarks on the Chicago Tribune as a slap on the wrist.
The sampling showed there was a lot of readable work poured
into the paper. But I am using the word "readable" here
in the sense of personal words. Tribune 1 s score of 6.2
in this department approached the level of Time magazine
writing. In addition, the paper found passive voice verbs
in the samples somewhat useless--its average on this test
was 1.7 per article.
When H. Phelps Gates discussed this study with me, he
said he hoped the Monitor would be included. He wanted the
readability of his paper examined not because he felt the
paper was a tower of strength in readability, but because
he knew his paper needed testing.
As you know, the Christian Science Monitor is no
ordinary newspaper. Its staff is of distinct caliber.
Quite possibly its readers are of better than average
educational caliber. Even so, Mr. Gates did not feel that
raising the Monitor '
s
readability would lower standards of
writing or lower the quality and breadth of readership the
paper strives to maintain.
My findings relative to the Monitor
,
though they are
only of a pilot nature, show that Mr. Gates had reason to
want his paper subjected to testing. One fact is certain.
The sampled stories were consistently difficult to read
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for a Jo© Doakes who hasn't gone to college. Here is the
readability profile:
Heading Ease 49
Personal Words ---- 3 p©r 100 words
Passive Voice use 2.8 per story
In terms of comparison this would mean that the sample
stories were as difficult to read as the Atlantic Monthly ,
They carried about as much Human Interest as the American
Medical Association Journal does in its writing,
Mr, Gates said that he had no idea what types of
stories were most difficult in the Monitor because he
felt they were all too hard, A moment ago I stated that the
paper's samples were consistently low on Reading Ease. You
will note from Figure 12 that all the lines of the graph
are bunched quite close together.
There's a sharp snap in Boston winds this time of
year so let's take a quick run down South. Perhaps the
readability climate is more inviting.
We are in Louisville, Kentucky, home of the Courier -
Journal
. In 1946 and again in 1950, the Louisville Courier -
Journal brought in the services of Robert Gunning. After
the lest of these two checks, Gunning estimated the reading
level at 9.4 grades of schooling. In 1950 then, the
majority of articles were easy reading. 4 Let us examine
4 Robert Gunning, The Technique of Clear Writing
(New York: KcGraw-Kill Book Company, 1952), p. 25.
rr
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a sample of more current writing to see whether, within
the limits of my study, this is still true. This investiga-
tion pegged the Reading Ease score at 42, or difficult
reading for most of us. In fact, not one of the stories I
tested came within the easy reading range of the average
education of American adults. The other two tests told the
same story. About 5.5 personal words and an average of
2 passives per story left the Courier -Journal sample in
unenviable shape readability-wise.
Even more distressing was the outcome on editorials.
The Louisville Courier -Journal has one of the best staffs
of editorial writers in the country. It is peopled by writers
having high literary qualifications. However, these
journalists belie the tradition of Henry Watterson's
thundering editorials. When Gunning tested an old collection
of Watterson's work for the paper, he found them 9th grade
r eading--about as easy as the Saturday Evening Pos
t
§ But
look what has happened today. Here is a sentence from a
?Tarch 27, 1953 editorial in this paper:
But the Kremlin needs to talk turkey before we heed more
mere mouthings on peace, and it could be done overnight
if it means what it says about releasing as West Germany's
Chancellor Conrad Adenauer suggests the 300,000 German
war prisoners it still holds and by releasing as the
Japanese suggest the more than 300,000 Japanese prisoners
it still holds and by calling off the war dogs in Korea;
above all by allowing a United Nations Commission to
I
5 Ibid.
, p. 194
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effect in Russia as in those Western nations that have
proposed it, truely international control and inspection
of atomic energy.
^
The sentence is more than 90 words long. It's so
easy to slip into old habits. (See Figure 13.)
Returning to the Middle Y/est again, The Pes Moines
Register is up for discussion. The Register is a readability
conscious paper. Mr. Henry J. Kroeger, Director of Research,
was kind enough to provide me with these figures of a
previous readability check the paper made.
Morning Register — June 24, 1952; front page only
Reading Ease Range 41 to 64
Average -50
Human Interest Range -20 to 50
Average 38
Now let us see how close these figures came to the
sample of more recent editions of The Register . Figure 14
reveals that the overall mean for the sample was Reading
Ease score of 47. In other words, the writing in my sample,
taken in 1953, showed a reading difficulty only slightly
greater than that of the front page in 1952. The Human
Interest factor in The Register has seemingly remained
constant. Today, it still carries about four personal words
per 100 words in the sample, an amount contained in the
6 Editorial in the Louisville Courier -Journal
,
March 27, 1953, p. 8.
f
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mildly interesting writing of a trade journal.
Mr. Kroeger seemed to have a high degree of insight
into the difficulty of types of news. He said that he was
sure a check of the paper would show war stories were the
easiest reading. Furthermore, the editors of The Register
feel that they "must work hard to cement easy reading into
economic articles because they are always loaded with
confusing ideas." .Vhile the paper's sample in the latter
category was not as readable as mass non-fiction, Figure
14 did allow an effort to make news of the business world
available to the majority of subscribers. Continuing his
thoughts, Mr. Kroeger said that "the gobbledygook of the
paper's editorial page sometimes frightens me." See the
graph--he's right
i
We have had our visit to the "Corn Belt." Let us
return to New England once more. This trip it is The
Hartford Courant we are looking at. My correspondent at
The Courant said his paper is 8th grade reading. The facts
of the sample tell you that it requires a completed high
school education to command a real understanding of the news
analyzed in this paper. Reading Ease score: 41. How well
did The Courant know its subscribers' reading needs? The
paper said that science writing is most difficult for
readers. "Very few used," explained my respondent.
Stories of this nature that I tested were about as easy to
*i
*
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read as the Journal of Applied Psychology , according to
Figure 15. I wgs also told that war news is easy reading
for most people. But is it easy the way The Courant writes
it?
Two facts are heartening. Within the limits of the
sample, The Hartford Courant showed proper appreciation for
comfortable reading editorials. Secondly, the newspaper's
rank of 4.7 for personal words and 0.5 use of passives
indicated some compensating factors.
I will lump together my discussion of the next three
papers. They include two metropolitan dailies and one small
city daily. They are: The Houston Post , The Milwaukee
Journal , and The Hew Mexican , Sante Fe, New Mexico. I
would term them interesting because as a group they have
the highest readability scores of the entire investigation.
Three out of every five stories tested 9«8 grades or less.
As a unit they did equally well on Human Interest and passive
verbs. Here are their profiles side by side:
THE
THE HOUSTON POST MILWAUKEE JOURNAL THE NEW MEXICAN
Personal Words-5,6 Personal Words-7.1 Personal Words-6.0
Passive Verbs -1.1 Passive Verbs -0.9 Passive Verbs -0.8
On the basis of these figures, I believe that we can
deduce a trend. Within the sample, these newspapers have
a complete readability on all four tests of a ninth or tenth
grade text book.
»
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In evaluating the group's treatment of news types, I
found that the economic stories did well. Only The New
Mexican used articles on this subject which ranged in the
fairly difficult class. The Journal and Post both told me
economic news was hardest for readers. Apparently both the
papers have done something about it in the writing tested.
Whether this effort has penetrated reporting and editing
of other kinds of news is an entirely different matter.
You will note that Figures 16, 17, and 18 show the vast
majority of political and scientific stories in the study
of these three papers know little about readability.
While we are on the matter of an important lack of
readability, I suggest we have a glance at The Miami Herald ,
Miami, Florida. Quote from a scientific article on medical
fee-splitting:
The Congress, in a unanamously adopted resolution,
charged Dr. Hawley, in a recent interview with a
news magazine, appears to have made unfounded and
uncorroborated charges and scurrilous and derogative
remarks tending to bring the medical profession into
disrepute and to make it subject to public suspicion,
ridicule and scorn. 7
This 51-word sentence is full of vocabulary gymnastics.
My anonymous correspondent from The Herald wrote that the
paper works hard to make complex scientific news readable.
In fact, he said, "our staff is on the ball at translating
7 Associated Press Dispatch, The Miami Herald, March 23.
1953.
rt
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technical stuff into English." Figure 19 shows that
The Herald'
s
scientific news sample is easy reading for a
Ph.D. The questionnaire from The Miami Herald also stated
the paper is easily 7th grade reading. Actually, its Reading
Ease for the articles examined was 41, or almost twice as
difficult as the man has indicated it might be. You will
note too, that in the wide dispersion of score, only one
type of news, educational, fits into Standard reading. In
order to refute the idea that this sample is in any way a
readable one, you have only to look at the remainder of its
profile:
Personal Words--2.1 per 100 words
Passive Verbs --4.5 per story
I.'.ovin^ along in our investigation, the next stop is
another sunny climate, California. You are in the offices
of the San Francisco Chronicle . Does this newspaper lavish
any more attention on readable writing than The r.Iiami Herald ?
Here are the facts. You can q_uickly see that they have
identical Reading Ease scores. (See Figure 20.) Filling
out the rest of the test program for the Chronicle
, I found
that there were other marked similarities to Florida's
representative in the study. Profile:
Personal Words—2.4 per 100 words
Passive Verbs --3.8 per story
rsi
f
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Delving into the San Francisco Chronicle 1 s news
writing, I noted that again science stories occupied the
bottom wrung. Articles of an economic nature, while
somewhat improved over The Herald , were still easy reading
for the upper third educational level. On the Chronicle
,
material tested in the fields of art, literature and music
—
components of educational news—has dropped to a score of
39. It is likely that if Joe Doakes has the inclination to
see Tea and Sympathy when it plays San Francisco, and he
reads the review in the Chronicle
, he may get the feeling
that staying home to watch Groucho Marx will be less
trying.
The similarity between the Chronicle and The Herald
ended when we considered war stories. The Florida paper's
California cousin liked to make fighting its best writing
within this sample. However, The Herald 1 s test stories
showed more appreciation for cultural ammunition than for
information about where the tracer bullets are flying.
(See Figures 19 and 20 again.)
And speaking of flying, I believe it is now time for
the last leg of our flight around the world of newspapers,
readable and otherwise. Let's try a small city daily again.
On the fringe of Boston's hub, and in the old New England
town, Quincy, Massachusetts, there is a paper known as The
Patriot Ledger
. The paper owns a fine record for progressive
journalism and successfully competes against the metropolitan
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giants of 3oston proper for subscribers within its own area. 8
Prom several conversations with the editor and circula-
tion manager of this paper I gathered one impression. The
paper has lately realized the importance of readability
testing and welcomed a check of any sort. Here is what my
study of The Patriot Ledger revealed:
Syllables per 100 words--161,9
Sentence length — 22,3
Personal Words — 5„8 per 100
Passive Verbs — 0.8
While I make no assertion that these figures would
hold true for all issues of the paper, there is pilot evidence
here that The patriot Ledger needs work, though not necessarily
hard work, on readability. A Reading Ease score of 47 is
not all that a Reading Ease score could be. However, there
are certain factors that should reserve you from a hasty
judgement • Important to a town such as Quincy is news
of business and lsbor conditions. It is entirely possible,
on the basis of the data available to me, that the paper uses
every effort to make such news available in readable form
to its subscribers. If you should chance on the front page
of The Patriot Ledger you will notice an editorial in the
upper left hand corner. This is a standard feature.
8 John R. Herbert, editor, The Quincy Patriot Ledger
,
personal interview.
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Perhaps the editors place great stock in the importance of
editorial matter. A sample of this newspaper's attempt to
deliver into the hands and heads of everyone in the community
readable opinion is shown in Figure 21.
There are negative factors. Between the two above
mentioned categories and the four remaining ones there is
divergence in score. In addition, political news assumes
a low level on the Reading Ease graph.
Quite in opposition to this, and to much of the data
assembled so far, is the Wall Street Journal , the final
member of the study. I should like you to read carefully
the text of this letter received from the Journal'
s
Managing Editor, Mr. B. H. McCormack.
I started to fill out your questionnaire but frankly
I find it difficult to relate our experience with a
few check marks. . •
We began about 15 years aro a deliberate, though
informal, effort to make the Wall Street Journal more
readable. This was done by stress on better writing and
more thorough editing. We emphasized that our business
and economic stories be told in language that the layman
could understand, not in the jargon of the particular
industry being written about. ,7e tried to keep our
sentences from becoming overlong and to avoid lengthy
and unfamiliar words except in rare cases where the
meaning was obvious from the context of a sentence.
We worked hard to see that our stories were told through
specific, under s t andable illustrations rather than in
vague, general, hard-to-grasp statements. For example,
in reporting the trend of retail auto sales we might
write along this line:
"John Doe, Ford dealer in Muncie, Calif., said that
he had sold 40 new cars this past week, compared v/ith
only 28 in the like week a year ago. At Boston,
4
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Chevrolet dealer William Smith noted that his backlog
of orders now will take all the new cars he'll get
over the next eight weeks; a year ago his backlog
was equal only to two weeks' supply."
We believe such specific reports enable the reader to
grasp th^ trend more easily than some such general
statement as
"There appears to be taking place an improvement in
demand for new autos. Reports from dealers indicate
that sales are running ahead of a year ago and some
dealers find that their order backlogs are larger than
a year ago."
Our efforts at greater readability were directed in
the beginning by a few editors. MuoK depended on their
commons ens e application of the black copy pencil and
suggestions to reporters for re-doing stories and
considerable rewrite by the editors themselves. We
had no yardsticks for measuring how readable a story
was. But we insisted on being able to understand a
story on a quick reading.
After several years of this, and after what we thought
was considerable progress at making the Journal more
readable, we discovered that Robert Gunning was using
the Journal as a tool for selling his readability
service. What he said to prospective clients was some-
thing like this: "If The Wall Street Journal can make
complicated financial and economic news readable surely
you, as a general newspaper, can do the same." Later
on, Mr. Gunning paid us the tribute of saying: "The
Wall Street Journal puts out the most readable front
page in the country."
In 1946 we employed Mr. Gunning to do a readability
test of the Journal and to give us any guidance he
could* We were interested in having a professional
readability check on the results of our own efforts.
In general he confirmed that we were doing a good job,
though some stories inside the paper needed improvement.
In regard to your question about readability testing,
I would say that it can be helpful. How helpful depends
on the interest and enthusiasm of the editors of any
newspaper in working toward making their paper more
readable. Frankly, it's a lot of hard work -- not only
in editing but in training reporters to improve their
writing.
4
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I have reproduced the letter in almost its entirety
because it represents the expert opinion of a man who is
really familiar with readability, its value and its limit-
ations. Undoubtedly, what every editor wants to know is
how much the Journal benefited from its long struggle for
better readability.
If you ask Journal chief Bernard Kilgore that question,
he'll tell you that since Pearl Harbor the circulation of
the paper has tripled and "about half" that increase he
attributes to the £:ain in readability .
^
The paper discusses the most difficult topics in the
news--finances
,
taxes, business trends, politics, and even
cultural matters. But it does so in English as simple and
direct as articles in any popular non-fiction magazine . that
sells by the millions. Mr. Kilgore, who is in a large part
responsible for eliminating the Journal '
s
tapeworms says r
"Even a Harvard economist is glad to have his time saved
by good, clear English. "1°
The evidence gleaned from my tests on the Journal
indicated that good, clear English is just what this paper
used in the sample. As a paper it ranked top among those
studied. Figure 22 showed that the mean Reading Ease score
9 Robert Gunning, The Technique of giear Writing
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1952), p. 27.
10 Ibid
., p. 26.
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THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
AVERAGE OP ALL STORIES
FLESCH SCORE:
Editorial
Educational
Political
Scientific
Economic
War
= 69
SYLLABLES PER
100 WORDS
120-7-120
WORDS PER
SENTENCE
T0--10
15
20
30
35 --35
•20
25 --25
30
fairly Easy
45 --45
55-/755
Y 50- -50 <
fandard
Fairly Difficult
160--160
165
Difficult^ 40 40 Y Difficult
35+ 35
> 30-
25
20-
Very Difficult*; 15-irl5
10— 10
•30 <
25
•20
Very Difficult
165
170+ 170
175+175
180-1-180
185-
-185
190 4-190
195
+
V. 0^0 J
195
200-1-200
FIGURE 22
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i s 69--14 points and five grade levels better than The
Milwaukee Journal , its nearest competitor. This score
made the Wall Street Journal sample close to 6th grade readingl
Moreover, the pilot findings said the Journal was hardly
satisfied to omit personal words fron its news coverage.
Its sample is full of Human Interest, scoring 10.2 personal
words per 100 words surveyed. Even the lowest story on this
test showed up with 9.2 personals, as many as Lincoln used
in the Gettysburg Address.^
The picture is equally good for passives—less than
one per article.
Every single story I tested ranked Standard Reading
Ease or better; all six news categories were at least as
easy to read as the Reader j s Digest . Important for editors
to note in the Journal 1 s array of scores is the fact that
although properly a guide to business, the paper gave hard
effort to readable reporting of stories outside its own
particular province. (See Figure 22.) A front page
story on the Bohlen appointment as ambassador to Russia,
and the controversy that followed read: "Bohlen is the man
for the job," said Ike. "The appointment sticks I" In
two brief sentences the writer gave Eisenhower's opinion,
told what course of action the President planned to go ahead
11 Ibid.,~ 246.
<
on.-'-
2 That's reading for a busy manl You may wonder how
the Journal manages to do so well with its editorials. The
answer is, of course, they are full of Human Interest.
Taking an editorial dealing with some of Secretary Wilson's
involved defense proposals, I found: "If a man hears a storm
warning he boards up the windows of his house. But after a
few days if he finds that no rain has struck his shutters,
off come the boards. "13 This is a direct departure from
much of the editorial writing you find in most papers today*
Bluntly, editorials are too hard to read. They are often
cluttered with jargon. For editorial writers in the rut
of tradition nothing evsr "ends," it can only be "terminated
few things change, they undergo "alteration." "Use" is
rarely found for anything. Instead, the editorial writer
strings together a bunch of syllables and comes up with
"utilization."^
I looked hard through the Journal but I could find
none of these hackneyed expressions. When a Journal
editorial writer says to his wife across the breakfast table.
"I'm glad Joe Lee got elected mayor. He'll do a fine job,
12 Wall Street Journal
, March 27, 1953, p. 1.
13 Wall Street Journal
, March 25, 1953, p. 12.
14 Robert Gunning, The Technique of Clear writing
,(New York: McGraw-Hill BooFTompany
, 19527, p. 193,
r(
t
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and it»s about time this town had a Federalist running it,"
you can be sure that when you read about the election, the
editorial will be written in the same vein.
The respect that the Wall Street Journal commands
today is ample proof that readable writing, even on a sixth
grade level, has not hurt it. Par from itl As I have
indicated, the paper is more widely read today than ever
before. This knocks into a cocked hat the special audience
argument .15
Well, I.'r. Editor, is your paper as easy and interesting
to read as the Wall Street Journal ? Or is it even as readable
as the average newspaper in this pilot study? A composite
picture for all papers on all tests tells you:
Reading Ease Personal Words Passive Verbs
47.1 4.8 2.2
By turning these figures into levels you get:
Reading Ease luman Interest r^agazine Grade
Difficult Mild Trade Journal 12th
There you have it: a sample of the readability of
15 American newspapers. How do you think yours stacks up
against them? I!any editors participating in my poll told
me their readers had commented that their paper's news
columns were easy reading. (Refer to Figure 23.) Compare
15: Ibid., p. 27.
((
(
Difficult Comment
<(
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this with tho mean Reading Ease score of "difficult" for all
papers. You may also wonder how good you are at reckoning
the difficulty of news types. If so, this listing will
certainly interest you:
Heading Ease Personal jfogda passive Verbs
War 52.2 4.1 2.5
Economic 52.2 3.7 1,2
Scientific 46.3 3.9 1,6
Political 42.8 5.2 1.3
Educational 47.2 4.3 1.2
Editorial 48.7 4.7 0.9
Think back to what the editors said was the hardest
reading and how they ranked the categories. Remember that
for good readability, a high Reading Ease score is not
enough. 16
Before we leave the sample papers, there is just one
more matter: a comparison of wire stories and staff written
stories.
Staff 7/ire
Reading Ease 48.5 47.9
Personal Words 5.0 4.6
Passive Verbs 2.6 1.7
Mr. Staab, and the rest of the editors who were so
vehement about poor wire service writing, might get a jolt
from these results. I do not believe they tell of an
appreciable difference between wire and staff readability
in the stories sampled.
16 Ibid., p. 45.
*
CHAPTER VI
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN NEWS CATEGORIES
AND BETWEEN TESTS
In our journey through the sample papers you have
undoubtedly noticed that sometimes scores between news
categories and between test types were either definitely
good or bad throughout a paper. At other times no such
pattern developed. Can any internal relationship be estab-
lished either between the six types of subject matter
studied, or in the four different tests applied to them?
Actually there is only one scientific way to determine
an answer. You must use a statistical tool. In the appendixes
of this research you will find correlations between types
of news and between types of tests. These were arrived at
by what is known as the Product -Moment Method of correlation.
The formula for this type of work is:
£ (di)(d2 )
r a
\| S.(d1
2 )(d22 )
Two cautions must be recognized in my use of the
formula. You cannot say that a high correlation between
war Reading Ease and economic Reading Ease necessarily means
that because a paper scores well or poorly in the first of
these categories, the same paper must score equally well or
4
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poorly In the second category. The same would, of course,
hold true for the four tests. In other words, a high
correlation in either a negative or positive direction
proves no causal relationship between two factors. Even
the Product -Moment Method, generally conceeded to be one
of the most accurate estimates of correlation, is only an
estimate. It gives you suggestions and hints that two things
are related; never proof of it.
The second caution is inherent in the nature of my
investigation. I have repeatedly proposed that any findings
contained in this work are pilot in kind. The same will
again hold true in this discussion of relationships between
categories and between tests. I must frame my answer about
such relationships around the limitations such an investigati
as this does offer.
With all these reservations in mind, we can now turn
to the first set of correlations. They deal with subject
matter, and their numerical calculations are found in
Appendix I. These are Reading Ease correlations.
The initial group of couplings was in conjunction
with war stories. Let's have a look at the correlation
table for this category.
1 David Manning White and Seymour Levine, Basic
Statistical Tools in Journalism Research
,
(unpublished
manuscript, 1955 ) , p. 64.
^fta *L'CO ID jOi-i Oi. f'lffle aill • QflOOWB •flu fix \JXTOOC[
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CORRELATION BETWEEN WRITING TYPES
Classification
Economic
Political
Scientific
Educational
Editorial
Correlation
.16
-.01
31
25
.09
Significance
Insignificant positive
Insignificant negative
Insignificant positive
Insignificant positive
Insignificant positive
Now what does this tell us about the relationships
between these items? To put it briefly, there is no indica-
tion of a relationship. In order for a correlation to assume
a good degree of significance, either in a positive or
negative direction, it must be .5 or better. A correlation
of ,5 means that a certain pair of items will exist together
in the same relationship about 2/3 of the time.^ In this
instance we have nothing approaching that figure. An
editor, using the same conditions of sample, could not
possibly say that because war news scores 52 on Reading
Ease, the other kinds of untested writing would be readable
or unreadable, as the case may be. Here, category scores
are ojuite independent of each other.
Nov/ let us see if other correlations revealed a
similar trend. My next consideration is economic news.
2 j^loyd L. Ruch, Psychology and Life
,
(New York:
Scott, Foresman and Company, 1948), p. 572.
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This is the kind of news editors voted hardest. If it is
difficult reading on a given paper in the sample, will
other types be similarly difficult? Here is what the
correlations told us:
CORRELATION BETWEEN ECONOMIC NEWS
AND OTHER WRITING
Classification Correlation Significance
Political -.03 Insignificant negative
Scientific .20 Insignificant positive
Educational .19 Insignificant positive
Editorial .30 Insignificant positive
So again you see in the stories I tested in these
categories there was hardly a suspicion that Reading Ease
scores existed together.
We already know that there is no relationship
between political and war stories and political and economic
stories. What does the rest of the political news profile
bring to light?
CORRELATION 3STWEEN POLITICAL NEWS
AND OTHER WRITING-
Clas sification Correlation Significance
Scientific .12 Insignificant positive
Educational .38 Insignificant positive
Editorial .24 Insignificant positive
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This table gave evidence that within the sample there
were no correlations between political news and scientific,
educational, and editorial writing.
Two other sets of subject matter correlations have
bearing on the relationships of categories. We have yet
to see the Reading Ease score of scientific news in terms
of the remaining data.
CORRELATION BETWEEN SCIENTIFIC NEWS
AND OTHER WRITING
Classification Correlation Significance
Educational -.04 Insignificant negative
Editorial .27 Insignificant positive
This table follows the pattern of earlier ones. There
was no correlation between the Reading Ease of scientific
news and the Reading Ease of any other material tested.
They do not exist together in the sample.
For our final correlation we had educational news.
Since this news type was previously considered in relation
to all classifications except editorial writing, I will now
show the correlation with the editorial samples.
CORRELATION BETWEEN EDUCATIONAL NEWS
AND EDITORIAL WRITING
Classification
Editorial
Correlation
-.19
Significance
Insignificant negative
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This rounded out th© data on categories of subject
matter. The pattern is complete. There was no correlation
of either negative or positive significance throughout the
sample. In no esse did scores exist together.
The other relationship an editor might seek when
checking copy for readability would bear on the individual
tests. He might well say to himself that he could be
satisfied with any single test—we'll say syllable count—
thinking that all other tests on a piece of copy would
follow a like level of readability. It is easy to find out
whether such thinking is justifyable. Use the product-
foment Method of correlation.
In seeking out the correlation between the four
tests I used, the first consideration was the relationship
of syllable count to the other three checks.
CORRELATION BETWEEN SYLLABLES AND OTHER
READABILITY FACTORS
Test Type Correlation Significance
Average Sentence Length »63 Significant positive
Personal 'Words -.72 High positive
Passive Verbs -„47 Fairly good negative
These figures carry some notable information. In each
case there is correlation between the number of syllables per
100 words and the other factors of readability. The table
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shows that syllable count has bearing on the average sentence
length of a piece of copy I tested. Scores of both tests
exist together more than 70 per cent of the time. Within
the sample there is an even higher degree of correlation with
personal words. This means that when syllable count was
maintained at a particular level, eight chances out of ten
a particular personal word score existed with it. There is
one thing to watch out for. You can readily see that the
correlation of syllables and personal words is -.72. Actually
this is a high posit ive correlation. The reason is that they
are inversely related to begin with. A high personal word
score carries good readability. Yet, a low syllable count
is a good one. 3 It's like the old saying, "two negatives
make a positive."
The final factor for correlation with syllables is
passive verb count. You will notice that passives showed a
-•47 correlation with the number of syllables per 100 words.
On this basis, there is a fairly significant possibility
that the two factors work in opposite directions. (See
tables, Appendix II.
)
A pattern of good correlation between factors of
readability has begun to form. Is it carried to conclusion?
You already know that there is significant relationship
between Test #2 and Test #1. Let's look at the rest of the
picture for sentence length.
3 Ruch, Loc. cit.
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CORRELATION BETWEEN SENTENCE LENGTH
AND OTHER READABILITY FACTORS
Test Typ
e
Correlation Signif i cance
Personal Words -.65 G-ood positive
Passive Verbs -.10 Insignificant negative
Once more personal words showed a negative and
significant correlation. Once more the nature of the scoring
made the two factors exist together in a positive sense.
Therefore, the table shov/s a good positive correlation
between sentence length and personal word score, and no
correlation between sentence length and passive verbs. The
latter pair's scores did not exist together in my sampling.
The single remaining relationship which I have yet
to touch on is that of personal words and passive verbs. The
Product-Moment in this instance showed an insignificant and
positive correlation of .16.
In sum, the findings revealed no case of significant
correlation between the Reading Ease scores of war, economic,
political, scientific, educational, or editorial categories.
However, all factors of readability which I employed did
show significant correlation with the exception of passive
verbs paired with sentence length and personal word scores.

CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This is a pilot study. The summation and conclusions
drawn from it are necessarily of pilot worth. With this
reservation in mind, let's put Humpty Dumpty back together
again and see what he looks like.
We have seen that readability for newspapers is a
very real problem. Many men, both within the newspaper
profession, and in other fields, have given intense research
to it.
A part of this research has been pointed toward showing
how better readability may promote more intense newspaper
reading and a growth in circulation as well. In my study I
gave evidence of this by testimonial from working editors,
circulation directors, and journalism researchers who have
made split-run tests giving further evidence to the argument.
I also showed that those books and magazines which have
experienced the widest popularity and growth in this country
are the easiest to read. Certain newspaper executives
feel that if this easy reading principle were employed to its
fullest extent, newspapers woald be able to compete better
with other mass media, growing hardier both in numbers and
respect
•
Readability testing, particularly for newspapers, is
a relatively new idea. Like all infants, it has growing pains,
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and like all efforts to measure art in terms of science,
it is not without fault. However, within the bounds of my
questionnaire, there was a family of newspaper men who have
given this infant board and keep. Seventy per cent of the
respondents to my questionnaire said they favored readability
work in one form or another. However, there was evidence
that less than half this number had put their convictions
into practice by using a test. Nor was there any agreement
on what method to use. An equal number of participating
papers employed Flesch and Gunning. Fifteen per cent of the
papers said they had used their own methods to check the
readability of news columns. However, the nature of the
answers from some of these papers led me to believe that
there is still misunderstanding about the aims and techniques
of readability testing.
I also found that the greater percentage of papers
participating in the poll told of better reader acceptance
after readability work. This fact seemed to verify the
contentions of previous research.
Not very many of the questioned papers said their
product was difficult reading. In fact, only slightly more
than 15 per cent said that their paper was 12th grade reading
or harder. And only three per cent of the papers said readers
had commented that news columns were hard reading.
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With these facts in mind I applied a readability test
to 15 sample newspapers. This test, developed by K. Phelps
Gates of the Monitor , was somewhat of a departure from
previous ones. It added one factor—passive verb count
—
not found in Gunning's Fog Index or the Flesch count. It
avoided the necessity for complicated calculations. I
found that I could get an estimate of an article's readability
almost twice as fast as by any other popular check. For
the purposes of graphic representation, the Gates syllable
count and sentence length factors were presented on Flesch
Reading Ease charts.
The test was applied with special reference to six
different types of subject matter in newspapers: economic
news, war news, United States political, scientific,
educational—the fields of art, literature, music, drama, etc.
and editorial items. The editors participating in the poll
were asked which of the first four of these categories was
most difficult for readers. An overwhelming number answered:
economic news. An equally great number ranked war easiest.
Nov/, keeping this in mind, lot's look at what happened in the
sampling of story types.
T'y study showed that in seven out of the fifteen papers
sample political news was the hardest of the four. Sample
economic news was most difficult in only two, sample war also
most difficult in two, and sample scientific hardest to
4
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understand in four papers.
How were the respondents at reckoning the difficulty
of categories? Only three of the sample papers returning
questionnaires knew correctly what was the most difficult
type of news in their papers. Four guessed correctly
on the easiest category in the light of my sampling. If you
assume my results are evidence, then very few papers in the
sample could accurately gauge the readability needs of their
subscribers. One more thing in relation to news types.
V/hen an editor said that a given news category is hard to
grasp, you might think that he would encourage desk men
and reporters to make certain that these stories were easy
reading. Yet, of the papers participating in the poll, who
were also part of the sample, only four indicated such an
effort.
As a group, the 15 newspapers I tested were on a
12th grade level—difficult reading. Their personal word
score indicated that as a group they wore only mildly
interesting. A single paper, the Wall street Journal
,
reached the upper limits of Standard Reading Ease, was very
low on passive verbs, and also was highly interesting on
the basis of personal words.
One final conception the reader should take away from
this study. There was no correlation between the subject
categories studied; however, there was relationship between

the scores- of three factors of readability. From the
latter it may be concluded that syllable count and sentence
length had bearing on the amount of Human Interest within
the sample.
c
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TABLE I
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN READING EASE
OF WAR AND ECONOMIC STORIES
War economic dl d2 d
2
l
d 2
2
61 63 8.73 10.80 76.2129 116. 64 94.284
4o 38 -12.27 -Ik. 20 150.5529 201.64 174.234
CO53 «r*t 0. /j o. P . yOD
55 54 2.73 1.80
'
7.4529 3.24 4.914
63 56 10.73 3.80 115.1329 14.44 40.774
Mt 57 - 8.27 4.80 68.3929 23.04 - 39.696
53 -28.27 0.80 799.1929 0.64 - 22.616
64 62 11.73 9.80 137.5929 96.04 114.954
65 5? 12.73 - 0.20 162.0529 0.04 - 2.546
55 54 2.73 1.80 7.4529 3.24 4.914
57 55 4.73 2.80 22.3729 7.84 13.244
63 25 10.73 -27.20 115.1329 739.84 -291.856
62 9.73 10.80 94.6729 116.64 105.084
46 - 6.27 11.80 39.3129 139.24 - 73.986
32 -20.27 - 9.20 410.8729 84.64 186.484
78*+ 783 2206.9335 1614.40, 302.200
M1=52.27 M2=52.20 Z(d1 )(d2 )
Z(di)(d 2 )
\| S(d5)(d|)
^02.200_
\| 3562873.4424
302.20
1887.56
= «-.l6
-
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TABLE II
•PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN READING EASE
OF WAR AND POLITICAL STORIES
Var Political
61 72
ho 52
53
55
8
6h hi
65 Mt
55 ^3
57 35
63 h2
62 39
>+6 2^
12 1+6
78*f 6^2
dl d2 dl
d
2
(d-^ (d2 )
8.73 29.2 76.2129 852. 6*f 25*+. 916
-12.27 9.2 150.5529 -112.88*+
0.73 -11.8 0.5329 139.2!+ - 8.61*+
2.73 0.2 7.*+529 0.0^ 0.5^6
10.73 1.2 115.1329 l.hh 12.876
- 8.27 - 5.8 68.3929 33.6J4- ^7.966
-28.27 6.2 799.1929 38.Mf -175.27*+
11.73 - 1.8 137.5929 3. 2h - 21. 11*+
12.73 1.2 162.0529 l.hh 15.276
2.73 0.2 7.^529 O.Oh 0.5^6
h.73 - 7.8 22.3729 60.81+ - 36.89*+
10.73 - 0.8 115.1329 0.61+ - 8.58M-
9.73 - 3.8 9^.6729 lh.kh - 36.97*+
- 6.27 -18.8 39.3129 353M 117.876
-20.27 3.2 M0.8729 10.2*+ - 6*+. 86*+
2206.9335 I59l+A0 - 15.200
2d| Z(d
1
)(d
2
)M1=52.27 M2=*+2.8
r =
M ^(^)(d|)
=
-15.200
\J 3518 73*+. 772*+
=
-15 .20
1875.83
= -.01
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TABLE III
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN READING EASE
OF WAR AND SCIENTIFIC STORIES
War Scientific
± 2 1 2
61 65 8.73 18.67 76.2129 3^8.5689 162.0288
ho 15 -12.27 -31.33 150.5529 981.5689 38U. 1+191
53 26 0.73 -20.33 0.5329 U13.3089 -1V.8^09
55 k2 2.73 - ^.33 7. ^529 18.7^89 -11.8209
- h 1 ft 7Uft QJ.O
.
/TO7 _LA h.f>C)QTV)
.
TUW7
2k *
- 8.27 6.67 68.3929 M+.U889 -55.1609
-28.27 - 2.33 799.1929 5>289 65.8691
6k kj 11.73 - 1.33 137.5929 1.7689 -15.6009
65 12.73 7.67 162.0529 58.8289 97.6391
55 ki 2.73 - 5.33 7. ^529 28.U089 -1U.5509
57 66 >+.73 19.67 22.3729 386.9089 93.0391
63 62 10.73 15.67 115.1329 2^5. 51+89 168.1391
62
I"
3 9.73 - 3.33 9^.6729 11.0889 -32.^009
k6 - 6.27 2.67 39.3129 7.1289 -16.7^09
32 kS -20.27 1.67 UlO.8729 2.7889 -^.8509
78*+ 695 2206.9335 2573.3335 729.7062
M1=52.27 M2SSU6.33 Zd2 Z(d1 )(d2 )
Z(diHd2)
=
\|5KdJ)(.d|)
729,7062
\| 5679175.907822
729.71
2383.10
r 1-.31
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TABLE IV
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN READING EASE
OF WAR AND EDUCATIONAL STORIES
Educa- o
War tional dl d2£m 4 (d-iMdp)
61 72 8.73 2k.B 76.2129 615.0^ 2l6.50lf
ko 62 -12.27 lk.8 150.5529 219.0*+ -181.596
53 39 0.73 - 8.2 0.5329 67.21+ - 5.986
55 32 2.73 -15.2 7. *+529 231.01+ - ifl.i+96
63 5^ 10.73 6.8 115.1329 i+6.2»+ 72.961+
kk 77 - 8.27 29.8 68.3929 888. Ok -21+6. 1+1+6
ok oft on
-<;*+. d POP .OH- DOf . xyr
61+ 56 11.73 8.8 137.5929 77.^ 103.221+
65 ?5 12.73 - 2.2 162.0529 k.8k - 28.006
55 1+6 2.73 - 1.2 7.^529 - 3.276
57 25 ^.73 -22.2 22.3729 ^•92.81+ -105.006
63 *+3 10.73 - h.2 115.1329 17.61+ - 1+5.066
62 55 9.73 7.8 9^.6729 60.81+ 75.89^
h6 39 - 6.27 - 8.2 39.3129 67.21+ 51.1+1^
32 So -20.27 - 7.2 1+10.8729 51.81+ li+5.9i+if
78*f 708 2206.9335 3^26. ifO 693.200
M1=52.27 M2=V7.2 M Zd| Z(d1 )(d2 )
Z(di)(d2)
r =
\j 2L(dJ)(d|)
-
69^.20
"\J 7561836. 9W+
= 6.93,20
27^9.88
= *.25
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TABLE V
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN READING EASE
OF WAR AND EDITORIAL STORIES
li/a t*nai i-iU-X OVJX Xct-L al a2 d?al d
2a
2 kalMa2 ;
O 7 7Q/7 30.27 Ql £\ OIOOylO . d. f d.y
ho 38 -12.27 -10.73 150.5529 115.1329 131.6571
53 50 0.73 1.27 0.5329 1.6129 0.9271
?? ?1 o on p.lp^V o.iy/i
63 23 10.73 -25.73 115.1329 662.0329 -276.C829
¥+ 21 - 8.27 -27.73 68.3929 768.9529 229.3271
2h 55 -28.27 6.27 799.1929 39.3129 -177.2529
6k 61 11.73 12.27 137.5929 150.5529 1^3.9271
65 38 12.73 -10.73 162.0529 115.1329 -136.5929
55 52 2.73 3.27 7.^529 10.6929 8.9271
57 53 *+.73 k.27 22.3729 18.2329 20.1971
£ 3
h8 10.73 - 0.73 115.1329 0.5329 - 7.8329
62 5k 9.73 5.27 9^.6729 27.7729 51.2771
i+6
- 6.27 1^.27 39.3129 203.6329 - 89. *+729
32 -20.27 - 3.73 ^+10.8729 13.9129 75.6071
78^- 731 2206.9335 30^-8.9335 2^5.0665
M1=52.27 M2 «
1+8.73 ^(d1 )(d2 )
Z(di)(d2 )
\| Z(dJ)(d|)
1^5.0665
\| 6728793. ^80^22
= 2^5. 07
2593.99
= 1-.09
•
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Table vi
product-moment correlation between reading ease
of economic and political stories
r\ y\ /~\ tn "i al a2
d?al d
2Q
2
(d-i ) (do
)
63 72 10.80 29.2 116. 6V 852.6V 315.36
38 52 -lV.20 9.2 201. 6V 8V.6V -130.6!+
ti J-1- -11 8 67 2V 1^9 2k 96 76
5V 1.80 0.2 3.2V 0.0k 0.36
56 8 3.80 1.2 lV.VV l.kk i+. 56
57 37 V.80 - 5.8 23.0V 33.6V - 27.8V
53 V9 0.80 6.2 0.6k 38.W V.96
62 Vl 9.80 - 1.8 96.0k 3.2V - 17.6V
52 VV - 0.20 1.2 0.0V l.W - 0.2V
5V V3 1.80 0.2 3.2V 0.0k 0.36
55 35 2.80 - 7.8 7.8k 60.8V - 21.8V
25 fa -27.20 - 0.8 739. 8V 0.6k 21.76
39 10.80 - 3.8 116.6V lk.kk - Vl.oV8 24 11.80 -18.8 139.2V 353.
W
-221.8V
if* - 9.20 3.2 8V.6V 10.21+ 29.
W
783 6V2 161V.V0 159V.VO - V6.V0
M1=52.20 M2 =V2.8 zq I(d1 )(d2 )
£(dl)(dp)
-V6.V0
= \ 2573999.36
-V6.V0
9 160V. 37
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TABLE VII
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN READING EASE
OF ECONOMIC AND SCIENTIFIC STORIES
Economic Scientific (d1 )(d2 )
63 65 10.80
38 15 -l*+.20
kk 26 - 8.20
5k ^2 1.80
56 3.80
57
s
k.8o
53 0.80
62 kj 9.80
52 r - 0.205k hi 1.80
55 66 2.80
25 62 -27.20
6? ^
10.80
6k 11.80
"« if8 - 9.20
783 ~~ 695
18.67
•31.33
•20.33
• *+.33
• ^.33
6.67
2.33
• 1.33
7.67
• 5.33
19.67
15.67
• 3.33
2.67
1.67
116.6k
201. 6k
67.2k
3.2k
Ik.kk
23. 1*
G.6»f
96.0^
0.0k
3.2k
7.8k
739.Sk
116. 6k
139.2^-
8k.6k
3^8.5689
981.5689
^13.3089
18. 7*+89
18.7^89
hh.k889
5A289
1.7689
58.8289
28.^089
386.9089
2k5. 5^89
11.0889
7.1289
_a*z§§2
201.636
kkk.886
166.706
7.79k
I6.k5k
32.016
1.861+
- 13.03^
• 1.53k
9.59k
55.076
U26.22*!
35.96k
31.506
• 15, 36k
l6l*+.Lf-0 2573.3335 ^O+.OOO
M1 =52.20 M2 =lf6.33 Z(d1 )(d2 )
r =
Z(di)(dp)
\ 2L(d?)(d§)
;
W.OO
\J
^15^389.6021+00
W+.00
2038.23
= 1-.20
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TABLE VIII
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN READING EASE
OF ECONOMIC AND EDUCATIONAL STORIES
Educa-
Economic tional
x
dl (d1 )(d2 )
63 72 10.80 2M 116.6*+ 6l5.0k 267.8*+
38 62 -l^f.20 1*k8 201.6!+ 219.0^ -210.16
ft 39 - 8.20 - 8.2 67. 2k 67.2% 67.21+
5k 3? 1.80 -15.2 3.2k 231.
0*+ - 27.36
56 5k 3.80 6.8 Ik.kk 46.21+ 25.81+
^7 77 k 8o C71U 888 ok
P 23 0.80 -2k. 2 0.6*+ 585.6k - 19.3662 56 9.80 8.8 96.0*+ 77.kk 86.2k
52 - 0.20 - 2.2 0.0*+ k.8k O.kk
5k 1.80 - 1.2 3.2*+ l.Mt - 2.16
55 2.80 -22.2 7.8k k92'.8k -62.16
25 ^3 -27.20 - k.2 739.Sk 17.6^ 11*+. 2*+
6? 55 10.80 7.8 116.6»+ 60.8*+ 8*+. 2*+6k
,
39 11.80 - 8.2 139.2!+ 67.2k -96.76M - 9.20 - 7.2 8k. 6k 51
M
66.2*+
783 708 l6lk.kO 3^26.1+0 k37.kO
M1=52.20 2df Td22 T(d± )(d,
r -
^1^2)
\J Z(dJ)(d|)
M7.^o_
\J
5531580.1600
^37,ko,
2351.93
= +.19
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"TABLE IX
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN READING EASE
OF ECONOMIC AND EDITORIAL STORIES
Economic Editorial dl d2
o
dl d| (d1 )(d2 )
63 79 10.80 30.27 116. 6*f 916.2729 326.916
38 38 -1^.20 -10.73 201. 6k 115.1329 152.366
ft 50 - 8.20 1.27 67.2k 1.6129 - 10. klk
5*f 51 1.80 2.27 3.2k 5.1529 if. 086
56 23 3.80 -25.73 Ik.kk 662.0329 - 97.77^
57 21 h 80 -27 7^ 2^ 0*f 768 9529 -1^ 10*f
53 55 0.80 6.27 0.6*f 39.3129 5.016
62 6l 9.80 12.27 96.0*f 150.5529 120.2^6
52 38 - 0.20 -10.73 o.oH 115.1329 2.1^
5*f 52, 1.80 3.27 3.2^f 10.6929 5.886
55 53 2.80 M-.27 7.8^f 18.2329 11.956
25 kS -27.20 - 0.73 739. 8*f 0.5329 19.856
5k 10.80 5.27 116. i>k 27.7729 56.916
6h
£ 3 11.80 l*f.27 139. 2*f 203.6329 168.386k5 - 9.20 - 3.73 84.6k I3.9I29 3^.316
783 731 161^.^0 30^8.9335 666.800
M1=52.20 Mg.if8.73 Z3§ Z(di)(d2 )
Z(dl)(d2l_
\1 Z(df)(d|)
666.800
\j ^922198.2^00
666.80
2218.60
- «-.30
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TABLE X
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN READING EASE
OF POLITICAL AND SCIENTIFIC STORIES
Political Scientific dl d2 dl d2 (d1 )(d2 )
72 65 29.2 18.67 852. 6*f 3^8.5689 5L 5. l6i+
52 15 9.2 -31.33 8i+. 61+ 981.5689 -288.236
31 26 -11.8 -20.33 139.21+ 1+13.3089 239. 89L
& »t2 0.2
-
if. 33 0.0L 18.7^89 - 0.866
1+2 1.2 - *f.33 l.hh 18.7^89 - 5.196
^7j ( - 5 8 6 67 W 6h kk 1+889 - ^8 686
1+9 6.2 - 2.33 38.M+ 5.^289 - 11+.M+6
hi h5 - 1.8 - 1.33 3.2i+ 1.7689 2.39^
kk 5h 1.2 7.67 1.1+1+ 58.8289 9.201+
h2> hi 0.2 - 5.33 Q.Qk 28.1+089 - 1.066
11
66 - 7.8 19.67 60.81+ 386.9089 -153. *+26
62 - 0.8 15.67 0.61+ 2^+5.
5
k89 - 12.536
39
^
- 3.8 - 3.33 Ih.hh 11.0889 12.65k
2i+ 1+9 -18.8 2.67 353.
^
7.1289 - 50.196
i+6 1+8 3.2 1.67 10.2lf 2.7889 5.W+
6^+2 695 159^.^0 2573.3335 250.000
M1=l+2.8 M2
=i+6.33 Z(d1 )(d2 )
-
£<dl)(d2)_
~\J Z(dJ)(d|)
_
250.00
\| k102922.932 1+00
250.00
2025.57
= *.12
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TABLE XI
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN READING EASE
OF POLITICAL AND EDUCATIONAL STORIES
Educa-
Political tional 1 2 d?1 42 (d n )(dn )
72 72 29.2 2*+.
8
852.64 615.0*+ 724.16
52 62 9.2 14. 8 84.64 219.04 136.16
31 39 -11.8 - 8.2 139.24 67.24 96.76
32 0.2 -15.2 0.04 231.04 - 3.0*+
44 5h 1.2 6.8 1.44 46.24 8.16
?7 77
- 5.8 29.8 33.6^ 888.04 -172.84
99 23 6.2 -24.2 38. kk 585.64 -150.04
+1 56 - 1.8 8.8 3.24 77.kh - 15. 8*+
44 V 1.2 - 2.2 1.44 4.84 - 2.64
^3 46 0.2 - 1.2 0.04 1.44 - 0.24
11
25 - 7.8 -22.2 60.84 492.84 173.16
^3 - 0.8 - h.2 0.64 17. 6*+ 3.36
39 55 - 3.8 7.8 14.44 60.84 - 29.64
24
>
39 -18.8 - 8.2 353. Mf 67.24 15^.16
46 4o 3.2 - 7.2 10,24 5l.8if - 23.04
642 708 159k. ko 3^26. 4o 898.60
M1=42.8 M2 =47.2 Zdl Z(d1 )(d 2 )
\ Z(djf)(d2)
898.60
\| 5^63052.1600
898.60
2337.32
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TABLE XII
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN READING EASE
OF POLITICAL AND EDITORIAL STORIES
Political
72
52
31
8
? 7
kl
kk
h3
11
11
k6
6k2
Editorial
JL
dQ2 a?1 2
(cLXdL)
1 2
79 29.2 30.27 852.6^ 916.2729 883.88!+
38 9.2 -10.73 Sk.6k 115.1329 - 98.716
50 -11.8 1.27 139.2^ 1.6129 - lif.936
51 0.2 2.27 0.0^ 5.1529 0.^
23 1.2 -25.73 1 . LrL+ C C~ moobu^. Oj2V - 3O.O/O
21 - 5.8 -27.73 33.6Jf 768.9529 160.83^
55 6.2 6.27 39.3129 38.87^
6l - 1.8 12.27 3.2U 150.5529 - 22.086
38 1.2 -10.73 l.kk 115.1329 - 12.876
52 0.2 3.27 O.Gk 10.6929 0.65^
53 - 7.8 1+.27 60.8k 18.2329 - 33.306
i+8
- 0.8 - 0.73 0.6k 0.5329 0.58^
5k - 3.8 5.27 ik.kk 27.7729 - 20.026
-18.8 1^.27 353M 203.6329 -268.276
3.2 - 3.73 10.2k U±S±2S. - 11.93.6
731 l59k.ko 30^8.9335 572.200
M2 -1+8.73 m Z(d1 )(d2 )
Z(d1 )(d2 )
r =
\j z(di)(d|)
572.200
\J 1+861219. 572^00
>72.200
2W+.82
- + .2k
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TABLE XIII
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN READING EASE
OF SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATIONAL STORIES
Educa-
Scientific tional dlJL d2 1 2 (d1 )(dP )
65 72 18.67 21+.8 348.5689 615.0^ 463.016
15 62 -31.33 11+.8 981.5689 219. 04 -463.684
26 39 -20.33 - 8.2 if13. 3089 67.24 166 . 706
1+2 3
,
2 - 4.33 -15.2 18.7489 231. Oi+ 65.816
42 5k - 4.33 6.8 18.7489 46.24 - 29.444
52 77 6 67 29 8 1+!+ 4889 888 04 198 766
44 23 - 2.33 -2k.2 5.4289 585. 64 56.386
45 56 - 1.33 8.8 1.7689 77.44 - 11.704
54 k5 .7.67 - 2.2 58.8289 4.84 - 16.874
hi i+6 - 5.33 - 1.2 28.1+089 1.44 6.396
66 25 19.67 -22,2 386.9089 492! 84 -436.674
62 ^3 15.67 - k.2 2k5.5k89 17.64 - 65.814
J* 55
- 3.33 7.8 11.0889 60.84 - 25.974
1+9 39 2.67 - 8.2 7.1289 67.24 - 21.894
48 l+O 1.67 - 7.2 2.7889 51.84 - 12.024
695 708 2573.3335 3426.40 -127. COO
M1=46.33 M2
=i+7.2 Zd2 Zd2
2
£(d1 )(d2 )
Z(cLi)(dp)
\J
Z(df)(d|)
=
-127.000
\J
8817269.904400
-
-127.00
2969.39
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TABLE XIV
.PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN READING EASE
OF SCIENTIFIC AND EDITORIAL STORIES
Scientific Editorial
l 2 1 2 1 2
65 79 18.67 30.27 3^8.5689 916.2729 565.1^-09
15 38 -31.33 -10.73 981.5689 115.1329 336.17C9
26 50 -20.33 1.27 ^13.3089 1.6129 - 25.8191
h2 51 - »t.33 2.27 18.7^89 5.1529 - 9-8291
Ol _ L. -5-3 O* / J IO • / LrOy nil h.i no±x± . TIU7
53 21 6.67 "27.73 1+U.U889 768.9529 -18^.9591
hh 55 - 2.33 6.27 5A289 39.3129 - 1^.6091
hj 61 - 1.33 12.27 1.7689 150.5529 - 16.3191
5h 38 7.67 -10.73 58.8289 115.1329 - 82.2991
hi 52 - 5.33 3.27 28. ^08
9
10.6929 - 17. *+291
66 ?3 19.67 J+.27 386.9089 18.2329 83.9909
62 »+8 15.67 - 0.73 21+5.5^89 0.5329 -11. ^391
^3 5^ - 3.33 5.2? 11.0889 27.7729 - 17. 5^91
^9 £ 3 2.67 1^.27 7.1289 203.6329 38.1009
^8 ^5 1.67 - 3.73 2.7889 13t9129 - 6.2291
695 731 2573.3335 30^8.9335 7^8.3335
M1=i+6.33 M2 =U8.73 Z( di)(d2 )
-
Z(dl)(d2 )
~\| Z(dJ)(d§)
7^8.3335
.
\J 78^5922.71^822
-
7*+8.^
2801.06
= *.27
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TABLE XV
RRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN READING EASE
OF EDUCATIONAL AND EDITORIAL STORIES
iiiauca-
tional hjaitoriai dl d2 dl d2
(A \ ( a \
72 79 2*f.8 30.27 615.(31+ 916.2729 750.696
62 38 l>+.8 -10.73 219.01+ 115.1329 -158.801+
39 50 - o.2 1.27 Z r-j /->)
,
by. 24- I.0I29 - lO.H-lH-
3
,
2 51 -15.2 2.27 231.01+ 5.1529 - 3^.501+
5*f 23 6.8 -25.73 1+6.21+ 662.0329 -171+.961+
77 21 29.8 -27.73 888.01+ 768.9529 -826. 35*+
23 55 -21+.2 6.27 585. 6if 39.3129 -151.73^
56 61 8.8 12.27 77.^ 150.5529 107.976
^5 38 - 2.2 -10.73 if.8if 115.1329 23.606
i+6 52 - 1.2 3.27 1.14+ 10.6929 - 3. 92i+
25 53 -22.2 5.2? 1+92! 81+ 18.2329 - 9^.79^
^3 h8 - If.
2
- 0.73 17.61+ 0.5329 3.066
55 5h 7.8 5.27 60.81+ 27.7729 lfl.0ll+
Co i+5 - 7.2 - 3.73 51.81+ 13.9129 26.856
708 731 31+26. 1+0 30^8.9335 -619.200
M13V7.2 M2
=i+8.73 Z(d1 )(d2 )
\| ZCdfXdf)
-619.200
\j 101+1+6865. 7¥+lf00
-619.20
" 3232.16
-.19
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APPENDIX II
»
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TABLE I
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN TESTS #1 AND #2
Test #1 Test #2 dl ± dfC- (d-, )(d2 )
161.8 23.8 0.82 1.54 0.6724 2.3716 1.2628
lDH- . ± -i. • ?o 7. - *+ . OD / d.
159.9 22.7 -1.08 0.44 1.1664 0.1936 - 0.9064
157.0 25.3 -3.98 3.04 15.84o4 9.2416 -12.0992
159.0 23.5 -1.98 1.24 3.9204 1.5376 - 2.4552
166.1 24.1 5.12 1.84 26.2144 3.3856 9.4208
1^-3 QJ-D J . 7 eLL • -L -± . ±o O . P^OM- ± . j^?D
168.3 23.2 7.32 0.94 53.5824 0.8836 6.8808
156.0 21.9 -if. 98 -0.36 24.8004 0.1296 1.7928
169.3 22.8 8.32 0.54 69.2224 0.2916 4.4928
154.0 21.6 -6.98 -C.66 48.7204 0.4356 4.6068
162.2 19.9 1.22 -2.36 1.4884 5.5696 -2.8792
161.9 22. 4 0.92 0.1*+ 0.8464 0.0196 0.1288
166.8 25.2 5.82 2.94 33.8724 8.6436 17.1108
144.4 15.7 -16.58 -6.56 274.8964 4^.0^36 108.7648
24l4.7 333.9 573.5040 79.5160 134.6412
M-l =160.98 M2 =22. 26 Zdl i(d1 )(d2 )
_
£ (dx)(d2 )
\| Z(d?)(d|)
= 1^4.641
\[ 45602.744064
- 1^4.64
213.55
= ^.63
It
4
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TABLE II
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN TESTS #1 AND #3
Test #1 Test #3 dl d2 JL (d-,)(dP )
161.8 5.1. 0.82 0.6 0.672^ 0.36 0A92
10*+
. X "3 QJ • 7 —U . D q n'Ai.h.7. u . 30
157.9 2.7 - 1.08 -1.8 l.l66i+ 3.2^f 1.9^+
.157.0 6.2 - 3.98 1.7 15.8^ 2.89 - 6.766
159.0 3.0 - 1.98 -1.5 3.920^ 2.25 2.97C
166.1 5.12 -0.9 26.21M+ 0.81 - 1+.608
T £"3. Q c. • 7^ ft ^p6U X . T^U u
168.3 h.2 7.32 -0.3 53.582^ 0.09 - 2.196
156.0 3.6 - k.98 -0.9 2^.800^ 0.81 1+.V82
169.3 2.1 8.32 -2.h 69.222^ 5.76 -19.968
15^.0 ^.6 - 6.98 0.1 ^8.720^ 0.01 - 0.698
162.2 6.0 1.22 1.5 2.25 1.830
161.9 k.B C.92 0.3 Q.Sktk 0.09 0.276
166.8 3.5 5.82 -1.0 33.872^ 1.00 - 5.82C
10.2 -16.58 5.7 27h.896k 3 2.. ^9 -9^.506
2hlh.7 67.5 573.50^0 52.66 -125.900
n
±
=160.98 M2 =
if.5 Zd
2
£(d1 )(d2 )
r .
X(di)(d2 )
\pz(d5)(d|)
= -125.900
NJ 30200.7206^0
=
-125.90
173.78
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TABLE III
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN TESTS #1 AND #»+
Test #1 Test #K d2
p
dl
o
d2
m
(d, ) (d )
161.8 1.2 0.82 -0.21 0.672^ 0.0*+*+l - 0.1722
16k Cm J. ^ 12 69 7 « ( D~~ *f76l ? 1 ^28
159.9 1.2 -1.08 -0.21 1.166*+ 0.0*+*+l 0.2268
157.0 1.7 -3.98 0.29 15.8^ 0.8*+10 - l.l51+2
159.0 2.8 -1.98 1.39 3.920*+ 1.9321 - 2.7522
166.1 2.0 5.12 0.59 26.21^ 0.3^81 3.0208
16^ 9 1 2 92c
.
7c -o ki 8 ^26^ 1681 - 1 1972
168.3 0.5 7.32 -0.91 53.582*+ 0.8281 - 6.6612
156.0 1.3 -if. 98 -0.11 2*+.800*+ 0.0121 0.5^78
169.3 0.5 8.32 -0.91 69.222*+ 0.8281 - 7.5712
15^.0 1.8 -6.98 0.39 *+8.720*+ 0.1521 - 2.7222
162.2 0.5 1.22 -0.91 l.*+88*+ 0.8281 - 1.1102
161.9 1.8 0.92 0.39 0.8^ 0.1521 0.3588
166.8 0.8 5.82 -0.61 33.872*+ 0.3721 - 3.5502
Ikk.k 2.0 -16.58 0.59 27*+. 896*+ O.V+81 - 9.7822
2hlk.7 21.2 573.50^0 7. 37M+ -30.3660
M
x
=160.98 M?=lAl 2*2 2*1 Z(d1 )(d2 )
S, (di)(d2 )
~\| Z(d2)( d2)
= - -30.37 __
\J
<+229.2*+7898
= _ j0..32L
65T03
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TABLE IV
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN TESTS #2 AND #3
Test #2 Test #3 dl d2 dl (di)(d2)
23.8 5.1 1*9* 0.6 2.3716 0.36 0.92^
20 7 o
«
y -1 ^6 -0 6
22.7 2.7 oM -1.8 0.1936 3.2^ -C.792
25.3 6.2 3.0*+ 1.7 9.2^16 2.89 5.168
23.5 3.0 1.2k -1.5 1.5376 2.25 -1.860
2k.
1
3.6 1.8k -0.9 3.3856 0.81 -1.656
c.L • J. H-. U -J. • i.O -u. p _L. jH-po r\ ccu • U. ?ou
23.2 0.9*+ -0.3 0.8836 0.09 -0.282
21.9 3.6 -0.36 -0.9 0.1296 0.81 0.32^
22.8 2.1 0.5^ -2.k 0.2916 5.76 -1.296
21.6 k.6 -0.66 0.1 OA356 0.01 -0.066
19.9 6.0 -2.36 1.5 5.5696 2.25 -3. 5^0
22. k J+.8 0.1^+ 0.3 0.0196 0.09 0.0^+2
25.2 3.5 2.9k -1.0 8.6^36 1.00 -2.9^0
15-7 10.2 -6.56 5.7 ^3.0336 32, -37.392
333.9 67.5 79.5160 52.66 -^1.850
Mi=22.26 M2^.5 Z(d1 )(d2 )
\| 3L( df)(d|)
-.65
1
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Table v
product-moment correlation between tests #2 and #h
Test #2 Test #*+ dl d2 dl d^2 (d1 )(d2 )
23.8 1.2 1*9* -0.21 2.3716 O.OVfl -0.323 1*
20.7 2.1 -1.56 C.69 2A336 OA76I -1.076 l+
22.7 1.2 0.M+ -0.21 0.1936 0.(Ml -0.092*+
25.3 1.7 3.0i+ 0.29 9.2^16 0.8^10 0.8816
23.5 2.8 1.2*t 1.39 1.5376 1.9321 1.7236
2^.1 2.0 1.8*f 0.59 3.3856 0.3^81 1.0856
21 1 1 -1 16 -0 1681
23.2 0.5 0.9*+ -0.91 O.8836 0.8281 -0.8 55k
21.9 1.3 -0.36 -0.11 0.1296 0.C121 0.0396
22.8 0.5 0.5^ -0.91 0.2916 0.8281
21.6 1.8 -0.66 0.39 O.V356 0.1521 -0.2571+
19.9 0.5 -2.36 -0.91 5.5696 0.8281 2.1V76
22.h 1.8 O.lh 0.39 0.0196 0.1521 0.05^6
25.2 0.8 2.9k -0.61 8.6^36 0.3721 -1.793^
15,7 2,0 -6.56 0.59 ^3.0336 0.3^81 -3.870^
333.9 21.2 79.5160 7.37M* -2.3520
M1=22.26 M2 =1.4l 2d? Z(d1 )(d2 )
Z(d!)(d2 )
r
"M X(df)(d|)
= -2.352 ,
\J 586.382790
=
2k. 22
= -.10
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TABLE VI
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION BETWEEN TESTS #3 AND #h
Test #3 Test #h dl d2
,2dl
^2d2 (d1 )(d2 )
5.1 1.2 0.6 -0.21 0.36 O.OM+l -0.126
3.9 2.1 -0.6 0.69 0.36 0.^761
2.7 1.2 -1.8 -0.21 O.OM+l 0.378
6.2 1.7 1.7 0.29 2.89 0.8^10 0.^93
3.0 2.8 -1.5 1.39 2.25 1.9321 -2.085
3.6 2.0 -0.9 0.59 0.81 0.3^81 - .531
h.o 1.0 -0.5 -O.M-l 0.25 0.1681 0.205
if.
2
0.5 -0.3 -0.91 0.09 0.8281 0.273
3.6 1.3 -0.9 -0.11 0.81 0.0121 0.099
2.1 0.5 -2.H -0.91 5.76 0.8281 2.184
h.6 1.8 0.1 0.39 0.01 0.1521 0.039
6.C 0.5 1.5 -0.91 2.25 0.8281 -1.365
1.8 0.3 0.39 0.09 0.1521 0.117
3.5 0.8 -1.0 -0.61 1.00 0.3721 0.610
10.2 2.0 5.7 0.59
_ 32*i+9 O.V+81 3. 361
67.5 21.2 52.66 7.37^ 3.2^0
m1=^.5 M2 =1.1+1 S(d1 )(d2 )
r =
s <di)( d?)
\j Z(df)(d|)
\| 388.33590^
r


